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Abstract
Traditional hazard analysis techniques based on failure models of accident causality, such as the
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) method currently used at NASA, are inadequate for
analyzing safety at the system level. System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP)
shifts the focus of safety from preventing failures to that of a dynamic feedback control system
that enforces behavioral constraints. System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA), the hazard
analysis method based on STAMP, was applied to the launch and mission phases of a
NASA/JAXA Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory-based satellite.
Exploiting the fact that nearly all satellites follow similar lifecycles and employ common
functional architectures with relatively-decoupled, unique mission payloads, a template for future
satellite STPA safety analyses was developed. The template seeks to aid and guide new STPA
applications while reducing analysis time by providing the STPA analysis for many common
satellite functions.
Increasing pressure to reduce satellite mission costs has renewed interest in modular payloads.
Traditional hazard analysis methods are dependent on the hardware used, so they must be redone
for the entire system if the payload is changed. This repetition of work is time intensive and
costly. STPA is the only hazard analysis method that may be performed early in development
and without details of the system hardware implementation. Using the GPM-based satellite
STPA analysis, the influence of the mission payload on safety at the system-level is considered.
Five types of control action mismatch resulting from changing payloads were identified along
with the corresponding additional STPA analysis required to ensure safety at the system level.
Thesis Supervisor: Nancy G. Leveson
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems
Thesis Supervisor: Mary E. Devenny
Title: Senior Member of the Technical Staff, The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Engineers continue to develop systems of increasing complexity. The application of
computers and software to nearly every modem system has only hastened this trend. Increasing
complexity decreases engineers' ability to fully understand the complex interactions among
system components and the system interactions with the environment. Spacecraft are often the
pinnacle of complexity at the time of their development. However, these increasingly complex
and capable spacecraft are not exempt from the fact that engineering systems are useful to
society only if they can accomplish their functions safely. Safety is especially important in the
space industry due to the high cost of space systems, broad media coverage, and generally
catastrophic nature of space system accidents.
Engineers use many different hazard analysis methods, primarily those based on
probabilistic techniques, to determine and certify the safety of space systems. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), for example, recently developed a system safety
program that relies on probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to support a risk informed safety case
(RISC) for use by decision makers. These traditional, probabilistic hazard analysis techniques
were developed in the 1960s and 1970s when systems grew too complex for engineers to easily
identify potential hazards without analysis. They are based on accident causality models that
assume accidents are caused by linear chains of component failures. By preventing one or more
of the links in the chain from failing, an accident can be averted. The high-level failures may be
characterized probabilistically if the system includes only hardware for which reliability data is
available. This accident model addressed the primary cause of accidents in relatively simple
electro-mechanical systems at the time of its development-unreliable components.
Consequently, traditional hazard analysis techniques do not directly target safety. Instead they
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target component reliability with the assumption that component reliability will increase safety.
Despite efforts to more accurately and exhaustively characterize failures over the past 50 years,
accidents still occur. Often these accidents were not considered or were deemed too unlikely to
occur. For example, the Union of Concerned Scientists noted that "on U.S. space programs
where FTA (and FMEA) [traditional hazard analysis techniques] were used, 35% of actual inflight malfunctions were not identified or were not identified as credible" [1]. This outcome is a
symptom of the disparity between reality and the accident causality model on which the analysis
techniques were developed. Parts reliability has not been the most likely cause of mission
failures [2], but the accident analysis tools have not fundamentally changed to reflect the nature
of modern complex systems. Simply put, these methods are inadequate to determine the safety
of a system. Additionally, performing analysis using these techniques can be costly and time
consuming. Safety and mission assurance activities are estimated at 7-8% of total program costs
[2].
Consequently, new methods that are more effective and less costly are always in demand.
In exploring this realm, many safety professionals have considered the new hazard analysis
technique System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) for use with their systems. STPA is the
hazard analysis technique that is based on the System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes
(STAMP) framework developed by Professor Nancy Leveson at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). STAMP combines systems and control theory to couch safety as a control
problem, rather than a reliability problem. With this change in focus comes the ability to analyze
the complex interactions among system components that have not been accurately modeled in
the past. STPA also captures hazards caused by component failures like traditional, probabilitybased hazard analysis methods.
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By leveraging the fact that spacecraft, and especially Earth-orbiting satellites, follow
similar lifecycles and employ common architectures at the functional level, a STPA template
may be created to assist new users. A template not only guides users through the STPA analysis
process so that they gain a better understanding of STPA, but also reduces the time required for
future analyses by providing much of the information necessary to analyze common satellite
functions. A template was created based on the NASA and Japanese Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) Global Precipitation Measurement Core Observatory satellite (referred to as
GPM in this thesis). The satellite is designed to follow a lifecycle similar to that of most Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites. It also employs a typical satellite design composed of a unique
science mission payload and a bus that supports the mission payload functions. The information
used to generate this example was obtained only from publicly available sources. NASA
analyzed and approved the safety of GPM using fault tree analysis (FTA) based PRA.
Aside from duplicate satellites and a few programs attempting to cut costs, individual
spacecraft have historically been nearly entirely custom designs with little consideration of
modularity in the arrangement of their elements of form. However, most large spacecraft contain
similar functional elements. The mission specific payload is the value added element that makes
the essentially universal architecture unique. In recent years, the modularity concept has
experienced resurgence as space agencies around the world are pressured to reduce costs. Using
traditional safety techniques, however, engineers repurposing a certified bus for a different
mission by attaching a different payload must perform extensive rework of safety analyses and
must know the specific hardware to be used. When considered from a functional standpoint
using STPA, however, the supporting functions and safety requirements necessary to maintain
the safety of the entire system may be determined long before the hardware instantiation of the
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payload function is known. Furthermore, traditional analyses are unable to capture the
hazardous complex interactions among non-failed components that may be caused by
introducing a new payload into the system. Applying STPA provides far more insight into
payload hazards than "payload fails" and the assigned probability that typically results from
traditional techniques. Also, safety analysis rework may be avoided by determining the
conditions under which payloads may be changed and the corresponding additions to the safety
analysis. The NASA/JAXA GPM-based satellite example is used to demonstrate these
requirements.
This research seeks to accomplish two goals:
1.

To develop a STPA template for system safety analysis that is applicable to a wide range
of Earth-orbiting satellites

2. To determine the conditions and safety analysis requirements for a payload to be safely
replaced with a different payload
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Chapter 2: Safety and Spacecraft Background
2.1 Safety vs. Reliability
Safety and reliability refer to two very different system properties. Safety refers to the
absence of an accident at the system level. Safe systems do not create hazards that could lead to
an accident. Safety is an emergent property of a system as a whole that cannot be determined by
individual components. It is the result of the complex interactions among subsystems and
between the system and the environment. Reliability, on the other hand, refers to the absence of
a failure at the component level. Reliable systems perform the same function every time they are
commanded. Whether or not that function is safe depends on the system design and the context.
Reliability is not an emergent property. It is merely the "sum of its parts" in the sense that
reliability of a certain path can be determined by multiplying the reliability of each component
(assuming this is known and accurate) along that path. By equating reliability with safety, it is
implied that a failure will always lead to an accident and that accidents always require failures.
This is not true. Safety does not imply reliability and reliability does not imply safety.
Controlled flight into terrain (CFIT), the leading type of aviation accident until recently, is an
aviation example that highlights this difference. Aircraft crashes classified as CFIT involve no
component failures. The aircraft is simply flown into the ground. The high-level hazard of the
aircraft impacting the ground occurs despite reliable aircraft components.
2.2 Traditional Safety Analysis Methods
Traditional safety engineering was developed over centuries with techniques, engineering
best practices, and rules of thumb that worked to make relatively simple electro-mechanical
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systems safe after they had already been created. Hazard analysis techniques, such as those
listed below, have been widely adopted in industry as a means of reducing accidents.
Hazard Analysis Techniques
"
"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Checklists
Cause-Consequence Analysis (CCA)
Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
Fault Hazard Analysis (FHA)
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)
Hazard Indices
Hazard and Operability Analysis (HAZOP)
Interface Analyses
Management Oversight and Risk Tree analysis (MORT) [3]
FTA in particular is used widely in the aerospace industry for analyzing causes of

hazards. FTA is a top-down approach in which a high-level hazardous event is defined, and
branches are formed that describe paths of component faults that could lead to that hazardous
event. Boolean logic can be applied to describe the combinations of individual faults. With the
probability of each component fault defined, the probability of the top event can be predicted.
Like any model, however, FTA is a simplified representation of a system and has limitations.
Fault trees can only be constructed after the product has been designed and hardware selected.
FTA requires reliability to be quantified for each component in order to determine risk
probabilistically. Often component reliability data is not available, so it is omitted or unrealistic.
For example, quantifications of human error have consistently proven inaccurate. Software, like
all abstractions, cannot fail, but software is often given a non-zero failure rate. These factors
result in unrealistic hazardous event probabilities. FTA requires that the hazardous event at the
top of the tree be identified by expert experience or by other techniques. Despite great efforts to
improve FTA, most of the errors result from the fault tree creator's inability to foresee all of the
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possible ways in which the hazard could occur. Fault trees struggle to describe non-binary
events, such as rate-dependent events, state transitions, partial failures, and phased missions [3].
Also, the fault trees can become so large that they overwhelm safety engineers and are relegated
to the archives where they are not updated as the system changes.
2.3 NASA System Safety Approach'
2.3.1 NASA's View on Safety
As highlighted in [4],2 NASA recently derived a new system safety assessment and
assurance process from that used by the U.S. nuclear power industry. Within NASA, safety is
defined as "freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness,
damage to or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment" [4]. In the context of
[4] and NASA systems engineering, safety also includes mission assurance. As a result, Loss of
Mission (LOM) is considered an accident along with Loss of Crew (LOC) and Loss of Vehicle
(LOV). "System safety is the application of engineering and management principles, criteria,
and techniques to optimize safety within the constraints of operational effectiveness, time, and
cost throughout all phases of the system life cycle" [4]. "System safety assessment is defined ...
as a disciplined, systematic approach to the analysis of risks resulting from hazards that can
affect humans, the environment, and mission assets" [4]. Hazards are "'any state or set of
conditions internal or external to a system that has the potential to cause harm"' [4]. Risk refers
to the potential for shortfall with respect to a stated requirement, whether mission assurance or
safety [4].

' This section is a summary of [4].
Although NASA Handbooks are guidelines rather than mandatory compliance documents, [4], [5], and [6] describe
concepts codified in several NPRs and NPDs (mandatory compliance) in the 7000 (Program Formulation) and 8000
(Program Management) series documents.

2
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The basis for NASA system safety is the probability-consequence model of safety in
which accidents are characterized in terms of the likelihood of occurrence and the consequences
if they were to occur. According to this model, safety can be improved either by reducing the
likelihood of the accident, or by reducing the severity of the potential consequences. System
risks aggregate when considered holistically. The risks from many low-level individual events
can aggregate to increase the high-level system risk above acceptable levels. Safety
professionals must consider not only unlikely catastrophic failures, but also many small, more
likely failures that may interact to create an accident. This tasking highlights the NASA belief
that accidents occur as chains of failure events; many small faults occurring simultaneously or in
succession may lead to a hazard or accident. A corollary to this concept is the belief that hazards
and accidents can be modeled probabilistically. NASA espouses probabilistic thinking because
it admits uncertainty in understanding of the system and in all areas of the safety assessment and
decision making processes [4].
NASA integrated lessons learned from system safety experience into the new policy.
With the development of increasingly complex and expensive systems, fly-fix-fly development
methods are insufficient and increasingly cost prohibitive. As a result, reliance is placed on
analysis. However, hazard-centric analysis techniques used in the past, such as FMEA and
HAZOP, are unable to capture the hazardous system interactions. These hazard centric analysis
techniques are not discarded, but supplement non-hazard centric tools, such as PRA. Safety
professionals use these analyses to develop a scenario-based understanding of safety
performance with the goals of identifying the most safety critical scenarios, identifying their risk
drivers, and applying safety controls to mitigate these risks. NASA recognizes that there are
many unknown unknowns in established designs as well as those introduced by unproven
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technologies. To combat these unknown safety risks, complexity is limited through conservative
engineering, referencing similar historical examples, and applying safety buffers [4].
NASA has recognized over time that system safety activities must be performed along
with the well-established systems engineering process documented in [7]. In order to mesh with
systems engineering processes, NASA does "not expect to attain absolute safety, but ... strive[s]
to attain a degree of safety that fulfills obligations to the at-risk communities and addresses
agency priorities" [4]. The safety of a system is expected to improve throughout the lifecycle,
and especially during operations, as new hazards are discovered and controls are applied [4].
2.3.2 NASA System Safety Framework
Safety is one of many factors playing into the systems engineering Continuous Risk
Management (CRM) process. NASA approaches safety holistically throughout the system
lifecycle. As a result, managers must design, build, and operate systems such that they are as
safe as reasonably practicable (ASARP) while considering budget, performance, and schedule
constraints. Fundamental to this approach is the concept of a minimum acceptable level of
safety, or a safety threshold [4]. NASA asserts that a system is adequately safe if it meets two
fundamental safety principles:
" Meets a minimum safety threshold as determined through analysis and/or
experience
* Is ASARP as determined by the safety gained for the sacrifice. These sacrifices
include performance degradations, development time increases, and program
system cost increases [4].
These safety principles drive safety objectives at lower levels. NASA also sets safety goals that
are more stringent than the safety threshold. The system is expected to achieve these goals
during its lifecycle. A hierarchal set of safety objectives from the organization down to the
system establishes a claim of meeting the safety threshold or goal. If the safety claims are met to
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within acceptable risk tolerances, as set by the decision maker, the system is accepted as safe. A
RISC is used to assure decision makers at key decision points (KDPs) that the system meets or
exceeds safety thresholds and is on track to meet safety goals. The integrated safety analysis
(ISA) provides scenario-based safety analyses and validating evidence throughout the system
lifecycle to support safety claims made in the RISC [4].
System safety activities performed for the ISA are focused on achieving the stated safety
objectives derived from the two high-level safety principles. The ISA "models the safety of the
system in the context of its intended application in the intended environment" [4]. It consists of
the continual development and analysis of scenarios that may lead to undesirable safety
consequences throughout the system lifecycle. The ISA integrates hazard-centric and nonhazard-centric types of safety analyses to help guide the development and operation of the
system and to provide assurance that the system meets safety thresholds and goals. These
thresholds and goals are defined in terms of the probability of undesirable consequences
occurring. The minimum tolerable level of safety is usually defined in terms of P(LOC),
P(LOV), and P(LOM). Although many safety objectives are similar, there is no generic set
applicable to all systems. Verification of safety goals and thresholds shall be done
probabilistically using NASA-accepted safety analysis methods [4].
The RISC makes the case to the approval authority that the system is safe or will be safe
for a given application in a given environment. It identifies a set of safety claims and provides
structured, logical arguments linking claims to the evidence provided in the ISA. The RISC
documents demonstrate compliance with safety objectives and communicate this fact to skeptical
decision makers at KDPs. The burden of proof lies with the RISC developer. Throughout the
lifecycle of the system, the safety is expected to improve. Historically, this improvement has
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been achieved through better understanding of the system once it becomes operational and
subsequent improvements in reliability, primarily through hardware modifications to reduce
component mean time between failure. However, safety growth is also expected through
improvements in software reliability, human reliability and handling of anomalies, operating
policies and procedures, and management practices. It is also possible for systems to age and
wear-out. Any decrease in safety over the life of the system must be justified in the RISC [4].
NASA recognizes uncertainty regarding the understanding of the system and its safety.
Uncertainty evaluation represents probabilistic thinking that considers outcomes other than the
most likely. A safety buffer, known as a risk reserve, is applied between the aggregate known
risk and the safety threshold to mitigate the unknown risks. Through operational use, many of
the unknown risks will be identified, thereby increasing the aggregate known risk. However, this
lowers the unknown risk and, combined with controls on the known risks, reduces total system
risk. Holistic system safety controls should be applied to handle the range of identified and
unidentified risks. General controls that handle a class of faults and specific controls that handle
specific faults should be mixed to account for the known and unknown risks. Unknown risks
should be further handled by applying historically informed controls and by minimizing
exposure to potentially adverse conditions. Continuous safety improvements and system
upgrades are given the highest priority throughout the system lifecycle [4].
Through the RISC, decision makers can risk inform solutions and decisions throughout
design, construction, and operation. This risk informed decision making (RIDM) is done
through the allocation of achievable safety requirements to lower-level groups within the
organization. Since requirements constrain and define the system, they must be risk normalized
and responsive to new information. RIDM allows decision makers to balance the many
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competing factors in the program, such as schedule, cost, safety, and mission performance, in
light of limited resources [4]. NASA System Safety contributes to RIDM by "bring[ing]
together qualitative and quantitative analysis, historical experience, adherence to standards and
best practices, and compliance with requirements to ensure that safety is properly considered
whenever decisions are made that affect safety" [4].
Volume II of the System Safety Handbook will provide specific guidance on system
safety activities and developing evidence for the ISA. Volume II was not published at the time
of this thesis.
2.3.3 NASA System Safety Implementation
From an organizational perspective, the safety professionals at the NASA Centers are
separate from the engineers. They fall under the purview of the Center Safety and Mission
Assurance (SMA) office, which in turn falls under both the Center Director and the NASA
Headquarters based NASA Office of Safety and Mission Assurance. The NASA Centers have
traditionally experienced significant autonomy from NASA headquarters based on their
historical independent development. This same is true in SMA. Within the framework
established by NASA Headquarters, the Centers generate their own additional SMA
requirements and implementation procedures. For example, at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), the GOLD (Goddard Open Learning Design) Rules [8], which describe
foundational engineering principles and practices, support NASA standards but are developed
from lessons learned through GSFC's long flight history.
At GSFC, the SMA personnel are organized under Code 300. The Chief Safety &
Mission Assurance Officers (CSOs) serve as outside experts for projects with independent
reporting chains directly to the Project Manager, Center SMA Directorate, and Center Director.
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CSOs are collocated with projects from concept through launch and coordinate the System
Safety Engineers (321) and Reliability Engineers (322) to implement project safety and
reliability programs. CSOs are the SMA center of the project and "walk a fine line between
supporting a project and remaining and independent entity" [9].
The Systems Safety Branch (SSB) (Code 321) works to help missions comply with safety
requirements, to reduce risk, and to eliminate system hazards [10]. For every GSFC mission, the
SSB supplies a Project Safety Manager (PSM) or Project Safety Engineer (PSE) who is
responsible for developing and implementing a system safety program that includes all safety
efforts applied from concept developmcnt to spacecraft separation from the launch vehicle. The
Safety Program governs project system safety management, operations safety support, and
launch range safety. The PSM/PSE ensures that the Safety Program complies with all
government, Agency 3 , OSHA, and the launch range regulations. The PSM/PSE also ensures that
all required safety deliverables are completed for the project. They certify that all safety
requirements have been met or waived. The safety team supports risk informed decision making
throughout the mission life cycle by providing safety recommendations on the risks involved
with important design and operations decisions. The PSM/PSE identifies hazards through hazard
analyses and then applies controls [11]. The SSB seeks to control hazards with the following
solutions in order of precedence: design solutions, application of safety devices, protective
systems, warning devices, and operations procedures [10].
The Reliability and Risk Analysis Branch (RRAB) (Code 322) "assists GSFC
missions/organizations in implementing effective Reliability & Maintainability (R&M), Risk
Management, Risk Analysis, and Lean Six Sigma (LSS) programs in order to identify, analyze,
mitigate, and/or eliminate potential problems/barriers to mission and/or organizational
3

NASA Headquarters and GSFC.
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success" [12]. Among the RRAB's activities is executing risk assessments and reliability
analyses for projects and subsystems using PRA. The RRAB also analyzes on-orbit anomaly
data and historical data to assess on-orbit mission performance [12].
In conducting PRA, the RRAB seeks to determine failure scenario initiating events, the
consequences of those failure scenarios, and the likelihood of those failure scenarios occurring.
To determine these factors, the RRAB uses FTA, Master Logic Diagrams, Event Sequence
Diagrams, and Event Trees. By performing an FTA, the RRAB seeks to identify all the feasible
ways in which undesired events can occur given the undesired system states and the system
environment [13]. A diagram showing the safety analyses RRAB conducts throughout a system
lifecycle and a sample fault tree are included in Appendix C.
2.4 Critique of NASA System Safety
The NASA system safety framework is inherently limited in its effectiveness. As
discussed previously, accidents are not always the result of failures. By basing the safety
framework on the limited scope "chain of failure events" model of accident causality, NASA
limited the results. NASA correctly recognizes that traditional hazard analysis techniques are
inadequate, but incorrectly identifies hazard-centric versus non-hazard-centric analysis
techniques as the reason. The inadequacy stems from the limited accident causality model and
the resultant conclusion that accidents can be modeled probabilistically. These probabilistic
hazard analysis techniques were intended to analyze reliability, but they are being misused to
analyze safety based on the incorrect assumption that reliability always improves safety. NASA
derived its probability-based safety framework from that of the U.S. nuclear power industry, but
many nuclear power safety professionals are exploring alternatives to probabilistic methods
including STAMP/STPA.
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The expectation of safety growth through accumulated operational experience and
discovery of new failure modes while operating the system is illogical. Accumulated accidentfree operating time does not lower the risk of accidents in the future. It merely indicates that the
system states combined with the environmental conditions have not yet been sufficient to lead to
an accident. Hardware may be more accurately characterized and modified to decrease failure
rate after operational experience. In contrast, software is an abstraction, so it is 100% reliable.
Only the design may be flawed. Significantly reducing the unknown risk through operations is
not feasible. Even the simplest software programs have nearly limitless possible combinations of
variable values. Human operators cannot be accurately characterized in terms of reliability.
Almost all operators seek to perform their job well and avoid accidents. However, this goal
becomes more difficult to achieve when they are presented with inadequate information to make
the necessary decisions, especially during anomalies for which they have not received training.
NASA rightfully admits uncertainty in understanding of the system, the safety assessment
process, and the decision making process. However, relying on probabilistic thinking does not
account for these uncertainties because they are not stochastic processes. Using that logic is
equivalent to adding to the risk reserve, also a flawed concept. Risk reserves assume a narrow,
probabilistic view of accidents. They cannot account for complex interactions among
components or flaws in the requirements specification or design. Furthermore, safety codes and
regulations are often used to define the minimum threshold for safety onto which the risk
reserves are added, but compliance with these codes is not sufficient to ensure safety at the
system level.
NASA recognizes that the most desirable and effective means of preventing hazards is to
change the design so that they never occur. As a result, NASA attempts to mesh system safety
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with the systems engineering process through continuous risk management. The probabilistic
hazard analyses, which can only be applied after the system is designed and the hardware is
specified, limit the effectiveness of these efforts. By the time that hardware is defined and
hazard analysis results are examined, design changes are either impossible or costly. Hardware
elements may be changed and safety systems added, but these patches are less effective and may
degrade performance.
The scenario-based approach to safety relies on the creativity and experience of the safety
engineers to think of all of the possible ways in which an accident may occur-an impossible
task for anything but the simplest systems. This reliance on engineers' creativity is also one of
the limitations of FTA. Furthermore, the ISA used to support the RISC justifies the safety of the
system in only its intended application in the intended environment. Many systems are used
outside of their intended environment for other than their intended purpose at some point during
their lifecycle. Similarly, degraded operating states are never considered in the ISA.
The limited resources allocated to real-world programs force the ASARP concept in
almost every industry. However, combining ASARP with the policy of varying levels of
acceptable risk throughout the system development and operation may contribute to decision
makers prioritizing other aspects of RIDM, such as schedule, budget, and system performance,
over safety. The safety engineers justify the RISC to decision makers that want to learn that the
system meets safety criteria. Decision makers are left unsupported in determining why the
system may not be safe, and delaying a program for safety reasons increases the other pressures
in RIDM. A more effective, though not fool-proof, approach may be changing the role of the
safety engineers to that of a red team, so that they argue why the system may be unsafe.
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2.5 A New View on System Safety4
2.5.1 System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP)
Despite many different industries using probabilistic techniques and advancement of
those techniques over decades of use, accidents still occur. These accidents may be attributed to
common, inaccurate assumptions made in the accident causality model on which the hazard
analysis techniques were developed. These assumptions are described below and summarized in
Table 1:
1. Accidents occur because componentsfail. As discussed in section 2.1, this assumption is
false. It ignores operation outside operating limits, temporal aspects of component
interactions, and unplanned interactions of components acting according to specification.
Software related accidents are usually the result of incorrect assumptions about the operation
of the controlled system or incorrect or incomplete specifications. As a result, reliable
software is not necessarily safe.
2. Accidents are caused by linear chains of events. This assumption only encompasses direct
relationships between events leading to a loss, but ignores complex interactions, non-linear
interactions, and temporal factors. Accidents are complex processes involving the entire
socio-technical system.
3. Probabilisticrisk analyses are the best methods for analyzing safety. Probabilistic methods
are based on limited accident causality models that are inappropriate for complex systems.
4. Operatorerror causes most accidents. The traditional view of human error is that operator
error is the cause of most accidents, and it can be reduced through better training and
rewarding safe behavior. However, system designers often inadvertently set up good-

4 Consult [14] for a detailed discussion of STAMP and STPA.
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intentioned operators for failure. In reality, human error is a symptom of a problem in the
system design, not a root cause of an accident.
5. Accidents occur because of the simultaneous occurrence ofrandom events. Most accidents
are not random. They occur as systems migrate to a state of higher risk driven by cost,
performance, and time pressures. Socio-technical systems dynamically adapt to their
environment and to changes in themselves.
6. Assigning blamefor an accident is necessary to prevent future accidents. Almost all
accident reports provide a line for a single root cause based on the premise that if the root
cause can be identified, future accidents can be prevented. This need to assign blame results
in filtering and subjectivity in accident reports with the focus on who or what rather than why
and systemic factors. Symptoms are corrected, but the processes that led to the accident
remain [14].
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Table 1. System Safety Assumptions [14]
Old Assumption

New Assumption

Safety is increased by increasing system or
component reliability; if components do not
fail, then accidents will not occur.

High reliability is neither necessary nor sufficient
for safety.

Accidents are caused by chains of directly
related events. We can understand accidents
and assess risk by looking at the chains of
events leading to the loss.

Accidents are complex processes involving the
entire sociotechnical system. Traditional event-chain
models cannot describe this process adequately.

Probabilistic risk analysis based on event
chains is the best way to assess and
communicate safety and risk information.

Risk and safety may be best understood and
communicated in ways other than probabilistic risk
analysis.

Most accidents are caused by operator error.
Rewarding safe behavior and punishing unsafe
behavior will eliminate or reduce accidents
significantly.

Operator error is a product of the environment in
which it occurs. To reduce operator "error" we must
change the environment in which the operator
works.

Highly reliable software is safe.

Highly reliable software is not necessarily safe.
Increasing software reliability will have only
minimal impact on safety.

Major accidents occur from the chance
simultaneous occurrence of random events.

Systems will tend to migrate toward states of higher
risk. Such migration is predictable and can be
prevented by appropriate system design or detected
during operations using leading indicators of
increasing risk.

Assigning blame is necessary to learn from
and prevent accidents or incidents.

Blame is the enemy of safety. Focus should be on
understanding how the system behavior as a whole
contributed to the loss and not on who or what to
blame for it.

In addition to the limitations of existing hazard analysis techniques, the systems being
developed today are increasingly complex, as demonstrated by Moore's Law. These systems are
often software intensive and have changed the role of human operators. Furthermore, the faster
time from concept to market and the increased system coupling limit engineers' ability to learn
through the traditional "fly-fix-fly" method of testing and development. These factors have
contributed to the changing nature of accidents from component failure to more complex sociotechnical causal factors. Society and the media environment have also become less tolerant of
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single accidents with the increasing cost and potential destructiveness of systems [14].
Recognizing these changes and flawed assumptions, Leveson developed the STAMP model of
accident causation.
The STAMP model is based on systems theory and relies on the systems theory concepts
of emergence, hierarchy, communication, and control. In STAMP, these concepts have been
encompassed by three tenants: safety constraints, hierarchical control, and process models. The
approach makes the basic assumption that safety is an emergent system property, and as such,
safety can only be adequately addressed in light of the entire socio-technical system, shown in
Figure 1. Consequently, optimizing individual components or subsystems does not optimize
safety [14].
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Figure 1. General Socio-technical Control Loop Model [14]
Each level in the system hierarchy imposes constraints on the level below it. Control
actions bridge these levels and enforce the safety constraints. Control theory requires four
conditions to control a process: the goal condition, the action condition, the observability
condition, and the model condition. In STAMP these are realized as safety constraints, control
actions, feedback, and process models, respectively [14]. "Any controller - human or automated
- needs a model of the process being controlled to control it effectively" [14]. This process
model includes the control laws governing system variables, the current system state, and how
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the controlled process changes the system state. Accidents result from inadequately enforced
safety constraints [14]. STAMP shifts the focus of safety from preventing failures, as in FTA, to
that of a dynamic feedback control system that enforces behavioral constraints.
2.5.2 System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) 5
STPA is a hazard analysis method based on STAMP. STPA is a two-step iterative
process that is intended to be used throughout the entire system lifecycle, from conception to
disposal. STPA Step 1 identifies hazardous control actions, and STPA Step 2 determines how
they can occur.
The first step in STPA Step 1 is to identify the system boundary. Next, high-level
accidents or unacceptable losses must be determined. These are not limited to injury or death of
humans. In STAMP and STPA, an accident is defined as "an undesired and unplanned event that
results in a loss, including loss of human life or human injury, property damage, environmental
pollution, mission loss, etc." [14]. From this definition, "safety is freedom from accidents or
losses" [14].
The system-level hazards are derived from these high-level accidents. A hazard is
defined as "a system state or set of conditions that, together with a particular set of worst-case
environmental conditions, will lead to an accident (loss)" [14]. Hazards are not equivalent to
accidents. A hazard may exist but not result in an accident if the environmental conditions are
favorable. Many industries refer to the occurrence of hazards as incidents or anomalies. These
high-level system hazards are then translated into the high-level safety requirements and design
constraints on system behavior necessary to prevent the system hazards from occurring.

5 This section is a summary of the STPA process described in [14: 181-249].
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After this initial pass, the system is modeled as a set of hierarchical control loops called
the safety control structure. Figure 1 shows a control structure for a generic socio-technical
system that includes the development and operational management hierarchical control loops in
addition to the operating process. Components may be human, hardware, or software.
Controllers are able to control the controlled process through control actions and feedback,
represented by the down-pointing and up-pointing arrows, respectively [14].
Once the control structure is created, the possible control actions for each controlled
process from each controller are listed. Hazards result from missing or inadequate control in
STPA, so each control action is analyzed to determine how control could be inadequate. The
following four types of unsafe control are possible:
1.

A control action required for safety is not provided

2. Providing a control action creates a hazard
3. A potentially safe control action is provided too soon, too late, or out of order (timing).
4. A potentially safe control action is stopped too soon or provided for too long (duration)
[14].
The unsafe control actions identified in this process must be translated into low-level
system safety constraints that ensure adequate control is maintained. Each safety constraint is
traceable to a high-level system hazard that could lead to a high-level system accident [14].
Although these low-level constraints may ensure adequate control, determining how
control could become inadequate is useful, especially in design and implementation. For each of
the potentially unsafe control actions identified in STPA Step 1, STPA Step 2 must be completed
to identify potential causes. Each element of the control structure is considered. For example,
an incomplete or incorrect process model of the controller, a broken actuator, or a
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malfunctioning sensor may cause control to be inadequate. Like traditional hazard analysis
techniques, STPA also captures accidents caused by component failures. The general guide used
for this step is shown in Figure 2. Systems and the environment in which they operate are
continually changing, so models must be regularly updated to remain valid [14].
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Figure 2. General STPA Step 2 Guide [14]
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2.6 Spacecraft and Modularity
2.6.1 Spacecraft Basic Functions and Subsystems
The functions necessary for vehicles to operate in space are generally universal despite
the wide range of missions spacecraft perform. Spacecraft must be designed to perform these
functions actively, passively, or to accommodate their absence. Spacecraft may be divided into
two functional subsystems, the spacecraft bus and the mission payload. The spacecraft bus
includes a structural bus that holds all of the other components together. This structural
supporting function is necessary to transfer loads and moments between the subsystems.
Mechanisms, often grouped with structures, consists of the actuators and mechanisms to perform
the functions of deploying and moving structures.
Spacecraft also require a system to perform the functions of attitude determination and
control (ADC). The attitude determination and control system (ADCS) determines the
spacecraft attitude through various sensors and controls it through various actuators. Some
missions do not require precision attitude control and sensor pointing, so they are able to employ
a passive means of ADC that also reduces weight and complexity. One example is spin
stabilization, which keeps one axis of the spacecraft pointed along a prescribed vector. Other
missions do not require any ADC, so an ADCS can be omitted. Many small and low-cost
spacecraft such as CubeSats employ this tumbling design.
In addition to ADCS, many spacecraft require propulsions systems to create forces and
torques to compensate for aerodynamic drag at low altitude, to change velocity to achieve the
desired orbital dynamics, or to assist in attitude control. A guidance, navigation, and control
(GNC) system governs the ADCS and the propulsion systems to ensure their functions are
coordinated to achieve mission orbit and attitude requirements.
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Spacecraft subsystems require energy to operate, so an electrical power system (EPS)
supplies this energy. The system must collect and/or store and distribute electrical power. For
spacecraft operating in an environment with sufficient solar flux, solar panels are the typical
solution for energy gathering. Other spacecraft operating in environments from which energy
cannot be easily collected require a means of storing energy, such as batteries or radioisotope
thermal generators (RTG). Some of this electrical energy is wasted in the form of heat.
The large temperature changes spacecraft experience between the intense heat of solar
radiation and the extreme cold of the shade generally necessitates a system to perform
temperature regulation functions. Active thermal management systems may employ
refrigeration or heating systems. A variety of passive systems, such as selective paint
coloration/thermal blanketing, shields, radiators, and heat pipes, may be used to achieve the same
temperature management function.
In order for the spacecraft to provide science and telemetry data to ground users and for
ground-based controllers to command the satellite, a means of communication is required. Some
spacecraft employ multiple communications systems. Omni-directional antennas are often used
for low data rates and emergency communications, while high gain antennas (HGA) are used for
high data rates and long-distance transmissions. Satellites may communicate directly with
ground stations, such as the Near Earth Network (NEN), or through space-based relay networks,
such as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).
In order to justify the cost of spaceflight, spacecraft carry one or more mission payloads.
The spacecraft bus supports the functions of the mission payloads. A command and data
handling system (C&DH) is used to control all of the spacecraft bus and payload subsystems, so
that their individual functions may be combined to perform the overall spacecraft mission.
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These missions include communications relay, observation, navigation, in-situ science, action at
a distance, and more [2].
Depending on the criticality and duration of the mission, redundancy is applied
selectively or to every subsystem to ensure that the mission is accomplished. Architectures may
be single string, block-redundant, or fully cross-strapped. Redundancy may also come in the
form of functional redundancy in which completely different systems operating in a different
manner perform the same function [2].
2.6.2 Spacecraft and Modularity
Spacecraft have not traditionally been the targets of modular design. They have been
viewed as tightly-coupled, integrated and custom-built systems designed to be optimal for a
single mission. Aside from a few cases, such as navigation and communications satellites, most
designs are "one-offs." Spacecraft are also extremely difficult to modify after launch, so the
benefits of modifying modular systems during operations are not realizable. Inherent with
modularity is the overhead weight of a bus structure. Increasing spacecraft weight dramatically
increases launch costs, so modularity has been avoided. However, because of technological
advancements and pressure to reduce total lifecycle costs across many satellite programs,
modularity has remained a topic of discussion.
Modularity was the basis of the NASA Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS)
program in the 1970s. Since 2002, GSFC has been examining the Modular Adaptive
Reconfigurable Systems (MARS) mission approach, of which modularity at various system
levels is a critical aspect. Modularity can reduce development costs because engineers have a
"proven" design from which to work. Using plug-and-play technology and standardized
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components and interfaces are some popular modularity based approaches to reducing spacecraft
cost [2].
Among functional subsystems, there are three general types as shown in Table 2. Most
spacecraft subsystems are Type 2 or Type 3, indicating that they are required to support flight or
science mission functions.6 However, mission payloads are almost always Type 1. The entire
spacecraft exists to support the mission payload. Because of this, the flight critical functions are
relatively decoupled from the payload, thereby creating the opportunity to remove or change
payloads at the functional level. The spacecraft bus supporting functions and margins must be
sufficient to accommodate the new payload.
Table 2. Functional Subsystem Types
Subsystem Type
Type I
Type 2
Type 3

6

Requires Supporting Functions
X

Offers Supporting Functions
X
X

X

For analysis of Type 2 and 3 payloads consult [15].
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Chapter 3: NASA/JAXA GPM-Based Satellite Description

GPM Microwave
Imager (GMI)

J

DuaL-Frequency
Precipitation Radar (DPRI

Figure 3. Artist's Rendering of GPM [16]

3.1 NASA/JAXA GPM-Based Satellite Description and System Scope
The Global Precipitation Measurement mission is a Class B, Category I [17]7 Earth
observation mission conducted by NASA GSFC. The GPM system consists of a Core
Observatory satellite (referred to as GPM in this thesis) and a constellation of existing and future
precipitation measurement satellites. The precipitation measurements taken by GPM will serve
as a reference standard for as many as eight constellation satellites carrying passive microwave
instruments. With the constellation, the GPM mission will provide precipitation measurements
over 90% of the Earth's surface every three hours [18].
NASA and JAXA have collaborated to develop GPM. GPM consists of a NASA GSFCdeveloped bus, a Ball Aerospace-developed multi-channel GPM Microwave Imager (GMI), and

7 Describes the priority and risk as defined in [19] and [20].
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a JAXA-developed synthetic aperture Ka/Ku-band Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR),
the first such dual-frequency radar to be used in space [21]. GPM was assembled and is
currently undergoing testing at GSFC to ensure that it can withstand the harsh space
environment. The 3200 kg GPM will be launched on a JAXA H-IIA from Tanegashima Space
Center (TNSC) in February of 2014 [18] with an expected mission life of three years but
sufficient propellant for five years [17]. GPM will orbit at 407 km altitude (LEO) and 650
inclination with a 95 minute orbital period [22].
GPM is the successor to the NASA/JAXA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) launched in 1997, which also flies a Ku-band radar (PR) and a microwave imager
(TMI). TRMM was also intended for a three year mission life, but is still operating 15 years
later [23]. This dramatic increase in service life may indicate that GPM will also be called to
serve beyond its design life. As per NASA systems engineering requirements defined in [24], a
"Limited Scope" PRA safety analysis using FTA was conducted and deemed GPM safe.
3.1.1 GPM-Based Satellite Subsystems
The scope of the STPA analysis was limited to the launch and mission phases of the
GPM-based satellite itself, the H-IIA launch vehicle, the launch vehicle mission controllers, the
on-site satellite mission controllers (located at TNSC), the satellite mission controllers (located at
GSFC), and initial data storage. The system boundary is highlighted in red in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. GPM-Based Satellite Analysis System Boundary
The STPA analysis focuses on the GPM-based satellite, so the satellite portion was
conducted at a lower system level than the other major components. GPM follows a standard
lifecycle, employs a typical satellite design, and performs all of the basic spacecraft functions

described in section 2.6.1. The subsystems that perform these basic functions were culled from
the GPM block diagram shown in Figure 5 and listed below:
.

C&DH A&B

.

GNC

.
.
.
.
.
.

Mechanism ACS Control Electronics (MACE) A&B
Gimbals
Communications
Propulsion Interface Electronics (PIE)
Propulsion
Electrical Power

.
.

Thermal Management
Deployment Firing Unit Power Control Electronics (DFU PCE)
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Many of the system functions were determined from the Goddard Dynamic Simulator
requirements for GPM GNC [25]. Where information was not available,8 realistic systems and
functions were created to maximize the applicability of the STPA template to other satellites.
The C&DH system consists of two fully cross-strapped, redundant flight computers A
and B. The C&DH mode scheme was created to facilitate automated execution of mission
phases and permit mode changes without introducing multiple controllers. This scheme is
derived from information in [25], which indicates that both C&DH computers may be on, but
only one may be in control. Details on actual C&DH modes were unavailable. The C&DH
modes include the following: Off, No Mode, Standby, Launch, Commissioning, Mission, and
Safe Hold. Only one C&DH computer may be in a controlling mode at a time. The other
C&DH must be in one of the non-controlling modes: standby, no mode, and off. The standby
mode is a hot standby, from which the C&DH can quickly take over controlling duties should the
other fail. In no mode, the C&DH is on but no mode is selected. The on-site satellite mission
controllers and the satellite mission controllers change C&DH modes, but the separation switch
may change the C&DH mode from launch to commissioning at separation. The C&DH remains
in the commanded mode until changed by the on-site satellite mission controllers or the satellite
mission controllers.
In these modes, the C&DH will autonomously guide the spacecraft through the launch,
commissioning, and mission phases. The C&DH system controls all of the subsystems either
directly or through other controllers. It may also serve as a command relay rather than a
controller. In launch mode, the C&DH powers on subsystems and relays telemetry back to the

8

All information used in this research is publicly available.
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mission operations center (MOC) through the launch vehicle. When in the launch vehicle, the
satellite C&DH system receives commands from the on-site satellite mission controllers through
the H-IIA communications system and the umbilical that connects the launch vehicle C&DH and
payload electrical support system to the satellite.
Upon separation, the C&DH is switched to commissioning mode, in which it checks and
prepares subsystems for mission operations. In mission phase, the C&DH automatically
conducts the science mission and manages housekeeping tasks. The C&DH directly handles data
compression, storage, packaging, and clearing for the GMI and DPR science data. It controls
communications executed through the communications system transponders and antennas. The
C&DH system changes GNC modes to maneuver the spacecraft in order to accomplish
commissioning and mission tasks. Safe hold is commanded by satellite mission controllers in
the wake of anomalies. It is a power positive and thermally neutral state in which satellite
mission controllers may communicate with the satellite [2]. Science data collection functions are
terminated until the C&DH is returned to mission mode.
The GNC system is able to control the spacecraft orbit and attitude using the propulsion
system, a reaction wheel assembly (RWA) with five reaction wheels, and two sets of three
magnetic torque bars (MTB), each with redundant coils. The GNC sensors include two global
positioning system (GPS) receivers, one internally-redundant inertial reference unit (IRU), two
three-axis magnetometers (TAM), two sets of 12 coarse sun sensors (CSS) (of which, two sets of
four are mounted on the solar arrays), two medium sun sensors (MSS), and two star trackers (ST)
[25].
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The GNC operating modes include the following: Launch, Rate Null, Sun Point, Gyroless
Sun Point, Slew, Delta V, Delta H, and Mission [25]. In Launch mode, the GNC receives data
from the launch vehicle GNC and a final data calibration immediately preceding separation.
In executing rate null, the GNC uses reaction wheels, MTB, and reaction control thrusters
(if necessary) to stabilize the satellite attitude immediately following separation or as required
during commissioning and mission operations.
Sun Point mode is the mode in which the GNC changes the satellite's attitude so that the
satellite points at the sun. This attitude change is accomplished using the same actuators as in
rate null. In Gyroless Sun Point mode, the same function as Sun Point is performed without the
aid of the IRU to determine spacecraft attitude. The two sun point modes are used during initial
commissioning and when Safe Hold is commanded.
Slew mode allows the GNC to point the satellite along a desired vector provided by
C&DH. This mode is used in commissioning to nadir point the spacecraft in preparation for the
science mission.
Delta V mode allows the GNC to shape the orbit and to counter aerodynamic drag and
other disturbances in LEO in order to maintain the correct orbit.
The GNC is commanded into Delta H mode when the reaction wheels near saturation and
must transfer angular momentum to the Earth. The GNC controls the MTB and, if necessary, the
reaction control thrusters to counter reaction wheel torques while momentum is dumped.
In Mission mode, the GNC maintains orbit and attitude, so the science instruments may
collect data. GNC sensor data is also used to ensure the solar arrays are pointed at the sun and
the high gain antenna is pointed at the correct TDRSS satellite.
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The GNC employs an array of sensors to determine spacecraft attitude and orbital
parameters. The IRU is used to measure linear and angular accelerations from which velocity,
position, and attitude are derived. The GPS receiver measures time delays and Doppler shift
from GPS satellites to assist in position and velocity determination. The CSS and MSS provide
vectors to the sun for attitude determination and solar array alignment. The ST determines
attitude from measured angles to stars. The TAM senses variations in the Earth's magnetic field.
When combined with position information, the TAM allows for attitude determination. The
RWA measures reaction wheel speed, which is used to determine stored reaction wheel angular
momentum.
The MACE consists of two redundant sets of cards to drive the propulsion system, the
magnetic torque bars, the HGAS gimbals, and the solar array gimbals [25]. The gimbals allow
the HGAS and solar arrays to be articulated to maximize their effectiveness. Pointing angles are
determined from gimbal position sensors.
The communications system consists of two fully cross-strapped, redundant transponders
A and B, the HGAS, and two omni-directional antennas. The HGAS allows communication
with TDRSS-SA and TDRSS-MA. TDRSS-SA is used once per orbit to allow for DPR science
data and housekeeping telemetry data to be sent to storage facilities and satellite mission
controllers. Satellite mission controllers give commands primarily through TDRSS-SA.
TDRSS-MA is used for continuous GMI data streaming. The omni-directional antennas allow
for low data rate communication through the NEN as a backup communication [26].
The propulsion system uses consists of 12 hydrazine-fueled, 22N thrusters controlled by
the propulsion interface electronics (PIE) [25].
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The electrical power system (EPS) is composed of two solar arrays, three 80Ah batteries,
two power supply electronics (PSE), and electrical power buses A and B [25]. The solar arrays
convert sunlight to electrical power, which the PSE use to charge the batteries. The PSE
distribute power to systems along buses A and B. All subsystems can receive power from either
bus [25]. The PSE are assumed to monitor electrical power source, battery voltage, charge status
and rate, and Bus A&B power status.
The thermal management system consists of passive and active elements to maintain the
temperature of the satellite subsystems within tolerable ranges. Heat pipes are connected to
subsystems requiring cooling in order to transfer heat to a radiator that faces deep space.
Multilayer insulation protects systems from excessive heating and cooling. The GMI and DPR
are equipped with heaters. The GNC is also used to maintain temperature in that the spacecraft
attitude determines where incident solar radiation and Earth albedo fall on the spacecraft and
where the radiator points. Temperatures are measured using thermistors [25].
The deployment firing unit (DFU) system uses redundant power control electronics
(PCE) and non-explosive actuators (NEA) to deploy the HGAS and the solar arrays. NEAs bum
through the holdback wires, allowing pre-tensioned springs to deploy the accessories.
Deployment is sensed by gimbal hingepots [25].
The science mission payload consists of the GMI, GMI deployment and drive
mechanism, KaDPR, and KuDPR. The GMI deployment and drive mechanism deploys the GMI
during commissioning and spins the conically scanned main reflector, so it can passively collects
microwave radiation from the Earth. The KuDPR consumes less than 446W, and the KaDPR
consumes less than 344W when operating [17]. The precipitation data collected from the science
payload is correlated with the position information provided by GNC in the C&DH. Data
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processing is handled on the ground after raw data is stored in the EOS (Earth Observing
System) Data and Operations System (EDOS) and EOS Operations Center (EOC) [27].
The H-IIA launch vehicle is assumed to provide the payload with environmental support
until fairing separation and electrical power until satellite separation. GPM is assumed to launch
in a hot state with most subsystems powered on. Some subsystems, such as the transponders in
the communications subsystem are not powered on until immediately before separation. GPM
telemetry is received as part of launch vehicle telemetry until separation. The launch vehicle is
equipped with an abort system that will destroy the launch vehicle and the payloads should the
launch vehicle excessively deviate from the desired flight path.
The Launch MOC at TNSC is manned by launch vehicle mission controllers and on-site
satellite mission controllers. The launch vehicle mission controllers conduct launch vehicle
operations, while the on-site satellite mission controllers control satellite functions before the
satellite is separated. The MOC refers to the mission operations center at GSFC, which is
manned by the satellite mission controllers. The satellite mission controllers control satellite
functions after separation from the launch vehicle.
3.1.2 GPM Modularity
From a physical standpoint, GPM employs a slot-modular architecture. The subsystems
mount to the NASA developed bus, but they can do so only in specified locations and cannot be
interchanged. However, when abstracted away from the elements of form into the functional
realm, the physical restrictions disappear. With this perspective, modularity becomes dependent
on the functions required and offered by each subsystem. The GPM science payloads are Type 1
subsystems. Design Structure Matrices (DSMs, also known as N-square diagrams) are a
common way to graphically show physical and functional modularity. The blank columns 9 and
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10 in Figure 6 corresponding to the DPR and GMI, respectively, and the lack of partitioning of
those subsystems into a larger module, highlight the fact that they are Type 1 subsystems. As a
result, from a functional standpoint, they may be easily removed and replaced with different
functional payloads so long as the supporting functions offered by the other subsystems are
sufficient to operate the different payloads. This modularity, however, does not consider system
safety and assurance aspects of the mission. These aspects are discussed in section 4.5.
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Figure 6. GPM Functional Design Structure Matrix 9
3.2 Mission Progression
The mission progression used for analysis and shown below was derived from general
descriptions provided in [2], required spacecraft functions, and the descriptions and GNC modes
provided in [25]:
1.

Launch and Commissioning
1.1. Satellite subsystem power on-Necessary satellite subsystems powered on
1.2. Satellite systems mode configuration-C&DH and GNC modes configured for launch
1.3. Ignition-Launch vehicle propulsion system ignited
1.4. Boost-Launch vehicle provides thrust
1.5. Guide-Launch vehicle guides along flight path and inserts into orbit

9 Created using Excel Macro DSM Program V2.1 [28]
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1.6. Staging-Launch vehicle stages
1.7. Payload fairing separation-Launch vehicle separates the payload bay fairing
1.8. Payload wakeup-Launch vehicle provides payloads with wakeup signal
1.9. Secondary payload separation-Launch vehicle separates secondary payload
1.10. Primary payload separation-Launch vehicle separates primary payload. Satellite C&DH
mode configured for commissioning
1.11. Clearing maneuver-Launch vehicle backs down from primary payload
1.12. Park/deorbit-Launch vehicle deorbits or propels to parking orbit
1.13. Control turnover-On-site satellite mission controllers and launch vehicle mission
controllers turn over control to satellite mission controllers
1.14. Detumble/Rate Null-GNC stabilizes satellite attitude
1.15. Deploy Solar arrays-Solar arrays deployed
1.16. Sun point-GNC executes sun point to charge batteries and provide safe state for
subsystem checkout
1.17. Deploy HGAS and GMI-HGAS and GMI deployed
1.18. Power on and test science instruments-GMI and DPR powered on and function checked
1.19. Nadir point-Satellite executes nadir point in preparation for mission
2. Mission
2.1. Satellite systems mode configuration-C&DH and GNC modes configured to execute
mission functions
2.2. Science-DPR and GMI collect science data
2.3. Science data handling-Science data storage, compression, packaging, transmission,
clearing and ground storage.
2.4. Telemetry-Satellite system telemetry storage, transmission to ground, and clearing.
Satellite orbit monitored by ground-based systems.
2.5. Momentum dumping-Accumulated angular momentum is dumped to Earth
2.6. Thermal management-Subsystems heated and cooled. Attitude changed to maintain
solar radiation on desired surfaces
2.7. Calibration-Satellite systems and science instruments calibrated
2.8. Orbit maintenance-GNC conducts propulsion burns to shape and maintain orbit
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Chapter 4: GPM-Based Satellite STPA Analysis Template and
Payload Safety
4.1 Scope of the STPA Analysis
As with any top-down hazard analysis, the system boundary must be defined. The scope
of the STPA analysis excludes development and operations management. It includes the
operating process for the GPM-based satellite boxed in red in Figure 4. As the focus of the
template and analysis, the GPM-based satellite was analyzed in more detail than the launch
vehicle or mission controllers. The launch vehicle was considered at a high-level with few
specifics applied to the H-IIA in order to allow the resulting template to be more easily applied
to other launch vehicles. The functions common to nearly every launch vehicle are included,
however. The launch vehicle mission controllers, on-site satellite mission controllers, and
satellite mission controllers were treated as simple static controllers.10
As a systems integration hazard analysis, the details of the function of any one subsystem
are not explored. Hazard analysis for each individual subsystem would require extensive
knowledge of their specific functional processes that is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
analysis considers the nominal launch and mission operations that are common to most satellites,
but it does not consider the spacecraft decommissioning and disposal phases. The template
resulting from the analysis is the starting point from which off nominal conditions may be
considered. To consider all possible combinations of process variables and contexts for a full
system safety analysis, a form of automation, such as the Thomas Method [29], is recommended.
The definitions used for accidents and hazards are those of STAMP. The STPA analysis
provided here follows the steps discussed in section 2.5.2.

10 Other researchers are currently examining the human controller model in STAMP.
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4.2 STPA Step 1
With the system boundary identified, high-level system accidents that must be avoided
are defined. The overall goal is for the GPM-based mission to be executed without adversely
affecting itself, any other systems, or any people. The general goal may be defined more
rigorously as accidents Al-A4 in Table 3." Accident Al is all-inclusive. The system should not
injure or kill humans regardless of who they are, where they are located, or when they come in
contact with the GPM-based mission. Accident A2 includes functional or physical disruption of
or damage to any other systems, whether they be aircraft communications, cell phone traffic on
Earth, launch facilities, the launch vehicle, or other satellites. Accident A3 specifically includes
the term unplannedbecause a disposal plan that includes re-entry plans to damage the satellite.
In NASA parlance, this accident is called Loss of Vehicle (LOV). In the space industry, Loss of
Mission (LOM) is commonly treated as an accident, so A4 is included.
Table 3. High-Level System Accidents Defined
Accident

Loss/Accident Description

Al

Humans injured or killed (On Earth, in air, in space)

A2

Damage and/or interruption of operations of other systems (Supporting infrastructure,
other satellites, all other equipment)

A3

Unplanned damage or disruption of the satellite (LOV)

A4

Mission loss (Unable to perform mission to design standards) (LOM)

From these high-level accidents, high-level hazards are defined. These hazards are
system states and processes that can be controlled by the system. The hazards are entirely within
the system boundary. When a hazard is combined with worst-case conditions outside the system

" Derived from a spacecraft example in [14].
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boundary, an accident may occur. The high-level hazards for the GPM-based satellite are
included in Table 4. These hazards are traced back to the high-level accidents that they may lead
to, notated as [A#] after each hazard. Hazard HI specifically refers to harming humans, H2
specifically refers to harming non-human systems or entities that are not the GPM-based
satellite, and H3 refers to harming the satellite itself. Hazard H4 refers to intentionally flying the
satellite into a potentially dangerous location. Hazard H5 specifies with more detail what
constitutes a mission loss. Hazard H6 also will lead to a mission functional loss, but may also
pose a risk to the satellite itself. This hazard accounts for control actions that lead to no physical
damage to the satellite, such as draining the battery below recoverable levels (dead satellite), but
the satellite is no longer functional.
Table 4. High-Level System Hazards Defined
Hazard

Hazard Description

HI

Humans exposed to radiated energy or to toxic, radioactive, or energetic elements of
mission hardware [Al]

H2

Non-human, non-system (the satellite) elements exposed to radiated energy or to toxic,
radioactive, or energetic elements of mission hardware [A2]

H3

Satellite hardware exposed to excessive radiation, or caustic or energetic materials [A3]

H4

Satellite enters unsafe environment or orbit/flight path [A3]

H5

Mission science data not gathered, returned, or stored [A4]

H6

Control or communications not maintained [A3, A4]

High-level system safety requirements were generated from these high-level hazards to
prevent these defined hazards from occurring. The high-level safety requirements for the GPMbased satellite are included in Table 5. The safety requirements are traced back to the hazards
they prevent using the [H#] notation.
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Table 5. High-Level System Safety Requirements'

2

Requirement

Hazard Description

RI

Radiation and toxic, radioactive, or energetic materials must not be released within
range of humans or other systems [HI, H2]

R2

Radioactive, toxic, or energetic materials must be stored away from humans [HI]

R3

Satellite, satellite components, and satellite debris must not impact other systems or
debris during launch, on orbit, or during disposal [H1,H2]

R4

Satellite must not radiate energy until on orbit, separated from, and clear of launch
vehicle and debris [H2]

R5

Radiated energy frequencies should be selected so as to be different from those used
by other systems if possible [H2]

R6

Radiated energy must not be directed at and/or reach other systems using the same
frequency, if possible. Otherwise, radiation must be at sufficiently low power so as
to prevent disruption or damage of other systems [H2]

R7

Satellite must not operate in an environment that poses the risk of excessive
radiation or impact from energetic materials [H3]

R8

Satellite must be able to operate for the design life [H4,H5,H6]

R9

Satellite must be able to operate onboard science payload [H5]

RIO

Satellite must be launched into correct orbit, or means to correct for different orbits
must exist [H3,H4]

Ri1

Data obtained by instrumentation must be stored and/or transmitted to supporting
infrastructure [H4,H5,H6]

R12

Satellite must maintain means of transmitting science data to supporting systems
[H5]

R13

Satellite must maintain means of communication with supporting systems [H6]

R14

Satellite must maintain means of control [H6]

4.2.1 Control Structures
After this initial pass at the high-level of the system, the system was modeled as a set of
hierarchical control loops to form the safety control structures. In these control structures,

1

No attempt was made to put these requirements in formal requirements
language.
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control actions and feedback are represented as solid arrows. Non-control physical and
informational connections are represented as dashed arrows. The high-level control structure for
the GPM-based satellite is shown in Figure 7.
Launch MOC

MOC

Launch
Communications
Network
-------

------

-Launch
Facilities

-

Launch
Vehicle

---------

Data
Storage
-

Satellite/
Satellite-level Controller +-----------------+
(C&DH)

*------

-

Communications
Relay Network

GroundBased
Telemetry

-------

Satellite GNC/ GNC-level
Controller (GNC)

Deployment
System

------------------------

Science
Payload

----

T hermal
EManagement

Communications
I

Figure 7. High-Level Control Structure (MO.0)
The low-level control structures are detailed views of either the loops between high-level
elements or the processes within high-level elements. The low-level safety control structures are
included in Appendix A. In the control loop numbering scheme, the letters (M-Mission, LLaunch Vehicle, S-Satellite) indicate the portion of the high-level control structure in which the
control loop lies. The number before the decimal indicates the system level of the controller (0Mission Controller, 1-C&DH, 2-GNC/other). The number after the decimal indicates the
specific control loop for that level controller.
The process models for each controller define the measured variable states known to the
controller. The controller's understanding of the system state and context is limited to these
variables and their possible states, which are updated by feedback. Based on the current
understanding of the system, the controller implements control actions through stored control
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laws. As Ashby's Law of Requisite Variety indicates for deterministic systems, any controller
must be at least as complex as the process it controls [30]. Thus, the process models must
contain at least the same number of variable states as the systems they control. The controllers
considered in this analysis are the launch vehicle mission controllers, the on-site satellite mission
controllers, the satellite mission controllers, the launch vehicle C&DH, the launch vehicle GNC,
the satellite C&DH, the satellite GNC, and the satellite PSE. The controller process models are
included in Appendix A. Real time parameter values, such as linear velocity, are labeled as the
parameter name. Possible states are listed for system variables with multiple defined states.
4.2.2 Control Actions
With the control structures defined, the process of determining the potentially hazardous
control actions was started. Control actions were developed from the basic mission progression,
satellite required functions, and GPM design. The 67 control actions considered in this analysis
are listed in Table 6 and presented in detail in the STPA Step 1 analysis on the accompanying
disk. Some common spacecraft related tasks, such as communications checks, health checks,
and ground-based telemetry, are not actually control actions, but rather active feedback. The
influence of these feedbacks is determined in STPA Step 2. Where possible, control actions that
are applied to both components of a redundant system simultaneously, such as MACE A and
MACE B Power On (C 12), were consolidated into a single control action. The potential to give
a control action to the wrong redundant component remains, however. This potential confusion
is addressed in STPA Step 2. When C&DH alone is listed without specifying the A or B
computer, the controlling C&DH is being referenced. Issuing a control action to the incorrect
controller is also considered in STPA Step 2.
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Table 6. Control Actions
Control
Action

Control
Action
#

Control Action

#

C1

Launch Vehicle Payload
Environmental Control

C35

HSK: TM Clear

C2

Launch Vehicle Provide Power

C36

PIE Arm

C3

PSE ON

C37

GNC mode: rate null

C4

Bus A&B Power ON

C38

Deploy Solar Array

C5

C&DH A Power ON

C39

PSE Charge Batteries

C6

C&DH B Power ON

C40

Solar Array Sun point

C7

C&DH A mode: STBY

C41

GNC mode: sun point

C8

C&DH B mode: STBY

C42

GNC mode: gyroless sun point

C9

C&DH A mode: Launch

C43

Deploy HGA

C10

C&DH B mode: Launch

C44

C11

C45

C12

GNC Power ON
MACE A&B Power ON

Deploy GMI
Point HGA

C46

DPR Power ON

C13

GNC mode: launch

C47

DPR test

C14

PIE A&B Power ON

C48

Microwave Imager Power ON

C15

DFU PCE A&B Power ON

C49

Microwave imager test

C16

Launch Vehicle Ignition

C50

GNC mode: slew

C17

Launch Vehicle Thrust

C51

Nadir Point

C18

Launch Vehicle Guide

C52

C&DH A mode: mission

C19

C53

C20

Launch Vehicle Stage
Launch Vehicle Abort

C54

C&DH B mode: mission
GNC mode: mission

C21

Launch Vehicle Payload Wake-up

C55

GNC mode: Delta V

C22

C56

GNC mode: Delta H

C23

Launch Vehicle Fairing Separation
Launch Vehicle Separate Secondary
Payloads

C57

HSK: Thermal management

C24

Transponder A&B Power ON

C58

DPR TX/RX

C25

PSE Onboard Power

C59

Microwave Imager RX

C26

GNC Calibration

C60

Science Data Save

C27

Launch Vehicle Separate Primary
Payload

C61

Science Data Transmit

C28

Launch Vehicle Clearance Maneuver

C62

Science Data Clear

C29

Launch Vehicle Park/Deorbit

C63

Ground Science Data Storage

C30

Control Turnover

C64

DPR Calibration

C31

C&DH A mode: Commissioning

C65

Microwave Imager Calibration

C32

C&DH B mode: Commissioning

C66

C33

HSK: TM Save

C67

C&DH A Mode: Safe Hold
C&DH B Mode: Safe Hold

C34

HSK: TM Transmit

I
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_

Control Action

I

The STPA Step 1 control actions are listed in mission progression order. However, they
need not be. If the ordering of the control action is critical to safety, the potentially hazardous
control related to ordering is noted in the timing column of the Step 1 analysis. As a part of the
analysis, it was assumed that providing the same control action twice does not restart, undo, or
command the opposite of the control action.
Each control action is considered in two mission phases that account for different system
operating contexts. The first phase, the launch phase, begins with the launch vehicle on and fully
operational, sitting on the launch pad with the spacecraft loaded in the payload bay. The satellite
is powered off but connected to the launch vehicle via the umbilical. Launch phase extends
through startup, launch, separation, and commissioning. The second phase, called the mission
phase, covers the execution of the science mission that begins immediately following
commissioning. As part of this analysis, it is assumed that the satellite is not considered
commissioned for mission operations until all the required subsystems are turned on, checked
out, and functioning nominally.
The context for each control action is further specified in the context column of the phase
to better facilitate the future use of this template with the Thomas Method for STPA Step 1. In
addition to the context, the Thomas Method also requires the source controller, the type of
control action, and the control action itself [29]. The source controller is specified based on the
control loop being considered. As a result of the control turnover and the change in system
structure that occur at satellite separation from the launch vehicle, the control loop for analysis of
each control action is specified pre-separation and post-separation. For example, the control
action PSE Power On (C3) is controlled by the on-site satellite mission controllers before
separation and by the satellite C&DH after separation. Naturally, this switch in controllers
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introduces potential controller responsibility confusion. This confusion is covered in STPA Step
2. The type of control action refers to the four types of potentially hazardous control discussed
in section 2.5.2: The control action is-1. Not provided, 2. Provided, 3. Provided with incorrect
timing (too early/late or incorrect order), and 4. Provided for incorrect duration (too long/short).
If the control action was deemed potentially hazardous for any of these types, the potentially
hazardous control was noted in the column and traced to the appropriate high-level hazards and
accidents. From this analysis, 323 potentially hazardous control actions were identified that
served as the basis for STPA Step 2.
4.2.3 Safety Requirements from Step 1 Potentially Hazardous Control Actions
Safety requirements for the system at the low level may be derived from the potentially
hazardous control actions identified in Step 1. These low-level safety requirements or
constraints provide the system designers with more specific requirements on system behavior in
order to ensure that the defined high-level accidents do not occur. The low-level safety
constraints for all of the potentially hazardous control actions are listed in Appendix B. Safety
constraints SC 12, SC 13, SC 18, and SC 19 are highlighted in red to mark conflicting C&DH
standby mode low-level safety constraints that were discovered in the STPA analysis. Design or
operations modifications are required to resolve these conflicts.
4.2.4 Hierarchy of High-Level Hazards
As a result of the STPA analysis, several control actions were found to be hazardous
when they were both provided and not provided: Launch vehicle Abort (C20), C&DH A mode:
Safe Hold (C66), and C&DH B mode: Safe Hold (C67). The conflicting potentially hazardous
control actions are marked in orange in Appendix B and compiled in Table 7. From these, the
need for a documented hierarchy of hazards becomes clear. This hierarchy is present in minds of
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most engineers and managers but not explicitly stated. In the case of spacecraft, human life and
systems outside the spacecraft/launch vehicle system must take precedence. This case is
highlighted by the abort control action, which should be provided when the launch vehicle is out
of the acceptable flight envelope. It is potentially hazardous not to provide the abort control
action because of the potential for the launch vehicle to crash, killing people and/or damaging
other systems [HI, H2]. However, providing the abort control action is hazardous because the
launch vehicle, the satellite, and the science mission are lost [H3-H6]. Prioritizing saving lives
and other systems over the launch vehicle and satellite may seem obvious, but it must be
documented.
Additionally, spacecraft life must take precedence over the science mission. The C&DH:
Safe Hold control action may be provided in order to save the spacecraft [H3, H4, H6], but the
spacecraft can no longer perform its science mission [H5]. As a result, valuable science data, the
entire reason for the mission, may be lost. However, the spacecraft life and the potential to
collect science data in the future must trump collecting science data in the present. The
hazardous state that would necessitate providing the safe hold control action would also likely
prevent collecting science data or render it unusable.
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Table 7. Conflicting Safety Constraints
CA#
C20

HCA #

HCA60

Hazardous Control Action
NP:-Incorrect flight
parameters and possible
crash (Al-A4:HI-H6)

HCA61

P:-Destruction of satellite
(Al-A4:Hl-H6)

Mission
Phase

SC #

Safety Constraint

Launch

SC60

Abort must be provided if flight
parameters incorrect in launch phase

Launch

SC61

Mission

SC310

Mission

SC311

Mission

SC319

Mission

SC320

C66
HCA310
HCA311

NP:-Satellite in hazardous
state (Al-A4:Hl-H6)
P:-Unable to perform
science mission (A4:H5)

C67
HCA319
HCA320

NP:-Satellite in hazardous
state (Al-A4:Hl-H6)
P:-Unable to perform
science mission (A4:H5)

Abort must not be provided in launch
phase
C&DH A Safe hold must be provided
in mission phase if satellite in a
hazardous state
C&DH A Safe hold must not be
provided in mission phase
C&DH B Safe hold must be provided
in mission phase if satellite in a
hazardous state
C&DH B Safe hold must not be
provided in mission phase

4.3 STPA Step 2
In STPA Step 2, the control loops for each control action were examined to determine
how the potentially unsafe control identified in STPA Step 1 could occur. In conducting STPA
Step 2, a slightly modified version of Leveson's general Step 2 control loop (Figure 2) was used
to guide the analysis. This modified Step 2 guide (Figure 8) includes some additional factors,
such as the primary controller communicating with another controller, and consolidates sensor
related functions. Each of the guide descriptions from the diagram was inserted as a column in
the STPA Step 2 table (provided on the accompanying disk). If the potentially hazardous control
action in question could be caused by one of those guide descriptions, the potential causal factors
for the GPM-based satellite were noted in the corresponding cell. These potential causal factors
must be examined in the actual design to ensure they are controlled or not possible.
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Figure 8. Modified STPA Step 2 Guide Control Loop
4.4 Sample Control Action Analysis - GNC Mode: sun point
The STPA analysis for the control action GNC Mode: sun point (C41) is described in
detail in this section. During the commissioning portion of the launch phase, the sun point
control action is provided in order to put the satellite in a relatively safe state before all systems
are fully functional. Sun point maximizes incident energy on the solar panels and minimizes
thermal variations while allowing the satellite mission controllers to communicate with the
satellite. GNC mode: sun point is also used as part of the C&DH mode: Safe Hold (C66, C67)
control actions. Table 8 shows a portion of the STPA Step 1 analysis for C4 1. As indicated, in
the description, the satellite attitude is controlled using the RWA, MTB and propulsion actuators.
The primary attitude feedback sensor is the IRU, but the other sensors may be used as well. The
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specific reliance on the IRU for satellite attitude sensing distinguishes sun point mode from
gyroless sun point mode.
Table 8. Step 1 Table Sample for C41

Control
Action #

Control
Action

C41

GNC
mode: sun
point

Description
GNC executes sun
point using RWA,
MTB, and propulsion
if necessary. Primary
feedback from IRUs.

Source
Controller
(PreSeparation)

Control
Loop (PreSeparation)

Source
Controller
(PostSeparation)

Control
Loop (PostSeparation)

Satellite
GNC

S2.2

Satellite
GNC

S2.2

The table indicates that control loop S2.2 (Figure 9) describes the functional
implementation of the control action. The satellite GNC is the controller. MACE, PIE, GNC
Actuators, and Propulsion are the actuators by which the GNC controls the satellite. The GNC
sensors provide feedback to update the GNC process model. The torques generated by motion of
the solar array and HGAS influence the satellite attitude, so the outer appendage drive loop must
be included in S2.2.
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(To C&DH)

GNC

GPS
-Position
-Velocity

MACE A&B

MAttitude
GNC Actuators

TAM
-attitude

Sun Sensors

PIE
Gimbals
-HGAS
-Solar Array

IRU
-acceleration
-velocity
-position

CSS
-sun vector

Velocity
Motors
Motors
Propulsion

MSS
-sun vector

ST
-attitude

RWA
-angular
momentum

Gimbal Position
Sensors
-HGAS
-Solar Array

GNC Sensors

Satellite

---------

--------------

-HGAS
-Solar Array

Figure 9. Attitude and Pointing Control Loops (S2.2)
In conducting STPA Step 1 the safety analyst must ask how the GNC mode: sun point
control action may be hazardous in the specified context in terms of the four types of hazardous
control. The analysis for the launch phase is shown in Table 9. The context in which the control
action issued is defined as the commissioning portion of the launch phase. The C&DH is in
commissioning mode and the GNC is in rate null mode. The rates have been nulled, but the
satellite is not in a safe state for commissioning. Not providing the required control action GNC
mode: sun point creates hazards H4-H6 because the satellite is not in a safe state for
commissioning. It is not unsafe to provide GNC mode: sun point in this context. If the control
action is provided late, it is unsafe due to hazards H4 and H6. It is also hazardous if this control
action is given out of order with other control actions, specifically separation and clearance from
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the launch vehicle. Providing this control action before separation could damage the satellite and
the launch vehicle, thereby creating hazards H2, H3, and H5. It is also hazardous to provide the
control action for insufficient duration such that the satellite does not achieve sun point.
Table 9. C41 STPA Step 1 Launch Phase Analysis
Launch (pre-liftoff to end of coMmissiuning I
Not Provided

Provided

Timing (too
early/late/out of
order)
Early:-NU

Duration (Too
long/short)

Context

Late:-Not in safe
state for
checkout
(A4:114-116)
Order: sun point

-Not in safe state
Ior checkout
(A3,A4:H-4-H-6)

NU

executed before

Long:-NU

separated and
clear froi
launch vehicle
(A2A4:H-2,H3,-5)

Short:-Do not
reach sun point
attitude
(A4:H14,F1 5)

Commissioning. C&DH
mode commissioning. GNC
mode rate null. Rates null.
State not safe

The same process was repeated for the mission phase with the analysis shown in Table
10. In this case, the context is on-orbit conducting the mission, with the satellite nadir pointing
as a result of the GNC conducting the mission mode control action. The C&DH is in safe hold
mode. In this context, it is unsafe to not provide the control action because the satellite is unable
to safe hold without sun pointing. Consequently, not providing the sun point control action
could lead to any of the hazards that led to giving safe hold in the first place [H 1-H6]. The same
is true of providing the control action late. Doing so for too short a duration, like in
commissioning phase, prevents the satellite from reaching the sun point attitude.
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Table 10. C41 STPA Step 1 Mission Phase Analysis

Not Provided

Provided

Timing (too
early/late/out of

Duration (Too

order)

1ong/short)

Cnntext

Early:-NU
Long:-NU
-Unable to
transition to safe
hold (A l A4: H 1-116)

Late:-Unable to
transition to safe
hold before
hazard (A lA4: 1I -116)

NU

Short:-Do not
reach sun point
attitude (A IA4:l 1-H6)

On-orbit conducting mission.
C&DH mode safe hold. GNC
mode mission. Nadir pointing

The potentially hazardous control actions identified in this process may be translated into
low-level safety constraints on system behavior as shown in Table 11.
Table 11. C41 Low-Level Safety Constraints

CA#
C41

HCA #

Hazardous Control Action
NP:-Not in safe state for checkout

HCA161

(A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA162

Late:-Not in safe state for
checkout (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Sun point executed before

Mission
Phase

SC #

Safety Constraint
Satellite GNC must sun point in

Launch

SC161

launch phase
Satellite GNC must sun point in

SC163

Launch

SC164

of launch vehicle in launch phase
Satellite GNC must execute sun
point for sufficient duration to

separated and clear from launch

HCA163

vehicle (A2-A4:H2,H3,H5)

launch phase before satellite in
unsafe state
Satellite GNC must not sun point

Launch

before satellite separated and clear

Short:-Do not reach sun point
HCA164

attitude (A4:H4,H5)
NP:-Unable to transition to safe

Launch

SC165

HCA165

reach sun point in launch phase
Satellite GNC must sun point in

hold (Al-A4:Hl-H6)

Mission

SC166

mission phase during safe hold
Satellite GNC must execute sun

Late:-Unable to transition to safe
hold before hazard (Al -A4:H 1HCA166

H6)

point sufficiently quickly in
mission phase so as to avoid
Mission

SC167

hazards
Satellite GNC must execute sun
point for sufficient duration to

Mission

SC168

reach sun point in mission phase

Short: -Do not reach sun point
HCA167

attitude (Al-A4:H1-H6)

System designers may benefit from determining possible causal factors for these
hazardous control actions. In STPA Step 2, the control loop S2.2 in Figure 9 is examined for

HCA 161 following the guide control loop in Figure 8 to determine possible causal factors that
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should be investigated. These results are shown in Table 12. The hardware failures captured by
traditional methods represent only a small number of the causal factors discovered by applying
STPA. The STPA Step 2 results for all 323 potentially hazardous control actions are included on
the accompanying disk.
Table 12. HCA161 STPA Step 2 Analysis
External
control input or
external
Information
wrong or
missing

N/A
Actuator:
Inadequate
operation
-MACE A&B
hardware failure
-GNC RWA
hardware failure
-GNC RWA
momentum
saturation
-GNC MTB
hardware failure
-Insufficient
torque generated
by MTB
-Propulsion
system hardware
failure
-Insufficient
thrust generated
by propulsion
system

Missing or
wrong
communication
with another
controller

-Missing
command from
satellite C&DH to
execute sun point

Controller: Process
model inconsistent,
incomplete, or incorrect
-Satellite GNC
commissioning
requirements for sun point
mode not specified or
specified
incompletely/omit sun
point
-Satellite GNC thinks
already sun
pointing/moving to sun
point
-Vector to sun incorrect or
missing

Delayed
operation

Conflicting control
actions from another
controller

N/A

-C&DH changes GNC
mode
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Controller:
Inadequate
control
algorithm

Inappropriate,
ineffective, or
missing control
action

-Satellite GNC
requirements not
implemented
correctly in
controller
(control
algorithm/control
laws flawed) for
sun pointing

-Command sent
to GNC actuators
but not received

Process input
missing or
wrong

Unidentified or
out-of-range
disturbance

-Electrical power
not supplied to
GNC
-No hydrazine
fuel remaining

-Torques from
HGAS and solar
array exceed
actuator ability to
compensate
-Unidentified
torques from
LEO environment
-Linear or angular
accelerations
exceed GNC
ability to
compensate
-Unidentified
disturbance of
sensed sun vector

Controlled
process:
component
failures,
changes over
time

-Satellite bus
structural failure

Process output
contributes to
system hazard

N/A

Sensor: Inadequate
operation/ measurement
inaccuracies/ Incorrect
or no information
provided
-GNC mode not provided,
unknown, or incorrect
-GNC attitude and orbit
sensors incorrect or
measure inadequate
parameters
-GNC sensor hardware
failure
-GNC inertial sensor drift
-Sun sensor hardware
failure/ missing or
incorrect
-RWA wheel speed sensor
hardware failure/ missing
or incorrect feedback

Feedback
delays

Inadequate or
missing
feedback

N/A

-Missing or
spurious feedback
indicating GNC
mode
-Missing or
spurious GNC
attitude and
angular
acceleration
feedback from
IRUs
-Missing or
spurious sun
vector feedback

From these causal factors, recommendations and additional low-level safety constraints may be
generated to ensure that the high-level system hazards do not occur.
4.5 Modular Payload Safety
With the traditional, probabilistic methods of safety analysis, much if not all of the safety
analysis must be redone if a payload is changed. This rework is true even for payloads that are
functionally the same mounting to functionally identical buses because the analyses require
hardware probabilities of failure. Using FTA, for example, safety analysts must review every
accident at the top of the fault tree and work down to see if payload failures could cause the
accident. STPA, however, allows safety analysts to perform a hazard analysis without
considering the payload hardware or before the payload has been designed. STPA is also the
only method that allows analysts to consider non-failure causal factors, such as the complex
interactions between the payload in question, other payloads, and the satellite bus. These
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complex interactions between the payload and the rest of the system are critical for safe
interoperability.
The low-level safety constraints derived from the STPA Step 1 potentially unsafe control
actions define the safe operating requirements for the satellite that ensure high-level hazards are
not created. Exploiting the fact that the satellite does not require the payload to accomplish
flight critical functions (Type 1 subsystem), the payload can be isolated to a safe operating
regime defined by a subset of the low-level safety constraints that are applicable to the payload
and the payload supporting functions. These constraints can be visualized as the dark grey
region in Figure 10. Control actions defined in STPA Step 1 that adhere to the safety
requirements will not deviate from this region and create hazardous scenarios.

Accidents
Defined
Hanrds Defined

High-Levdl Safety Constraints

Hazardous ControActions

Payload
Safety Constraints

Low-Level

Safety Constraints

Figure 10. The Hierarchy of Safety in STPA
By changing payloads, the system changes, so the safety control structure must be
modified to reflect the change. However, the entire safety analysis may not need to be redone.
Examining these requirements at the functional level, a payload may be removed and replaced
with a different payload that performs the same or a different function, so long as the new
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payload complies with the original low-level safety requirements. This payload modularity
relies on the fact that no other spacecraft systems require supporting functions from the payload.
In order to meet these safety constraints with no additional safety analysis, replacement payloads
must perform the same or fewer of the same control actions to accomplish the mission. Few real
payloads will meet this requirement and will, instead, violate low-level, payload-related safety
constraints. These violations occur in two general categories: payload control action
mismatches, and supporting control action mismatches. Payload control action mismatches occur
in the following ways:
1. The old payload control actions are insufficient for the new payload to adequately and
properly accomplish the intended mission. [A4]
2. One or more old payload control actions are not required for the new payload to
adequately and properly accomplish the intended mission. [Al -A4]
3. The new payload control actions were not analyzed for safety in the system context. [Al
A4]

-

Supporting control action mismatches occur in the following ways:
4. The old supporting control actions are insufficient for the new payload to adequately and
properly accomplish the intended mission. [A4]
5. One or more old supporting control actions are not required for the new payload to
adequately and properly accomplish the intended mission. [Al -A4]
Control action mismatches in which the existing control actions are insufficient (1, 4)
necessitate the selection of an alternative payload that requires only control actions determined to
be safe by the original STPA or the addition of new control actions. With the addition of control
actions, the existing low-level safety constraints are insufficient to ensure safety at the systemlevel. As a result, the new control actions must be analyzed using STPA for all mission phases
and all updated safety control structures. New payload control actions that were not previously
analyzed for safety in the system context (3) must also be analyzed using STPA. For example, a
different radar on the GPM-based satellite may require a control action to transmit and receive
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on a frequency band other than Ka or Ku. This control action would require additional STPA
analysis. From this additional STPA analysis, supplementary low-level safety constraints are
derived that are specific to the new payload.
In the case of excess control actions (2, 5), removing them may be safe depending on the
context. Excess payload control actions (2) are not required for satellite flight functions or new
payload operation, so they may be safely removed. Excess supporting control actions must be
reviewed in the STPA analysis to ensure that they can be removed without adversely influencing
other control actions. For example, with GPM the GNC mode: mission control action for
instrument pointing also contributes to the thermal management control action, so it may not be
safely removed.
However, removing control actions inhibits modularity by countering the general solution
to a modular bus: maintain the capability to serve the widest range of payloads by providing the
most supporting functions to the tightest tolerances possible. To support this modularity effort,
the unnecessary payload and supporting control actions should be analyzed in the system with
the new payload added. The excess control actions should only be removed if they introduce
hazards, conflict with other control actions, or their derived safety constraints affect mission
performance of the new payload. Practically, however, it is unlikely that excess supporting
control actions will introduce hazards because payloads generally require most of the basic
spacecraft functions described in section 2.6.1, or they are indifferent to control actions provided
that are not required. The latter case is the equivalent of the supporting function being provided
to a tighter tolerance than the design requirement of no specified tolerance.
To demonstrate payload modularity, consider replacing the GMI on the GPM-based
satellite with an infrared imager like the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) flown on the
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NASA Aqua satellite. This Earth observation science payload requires that the focal plane be
tightly controlled near 58K, which is achieved on Aqua using two redundant sterling cryocoolers
[31]. Cooling to this temperature and tolerance is not possible on the GPM-based satellite using
3
control action C57 while still performing the DPR science mission.' The control action

mismatch is that the old supporting control actions are insufficient (4) to maintain the required
thermal tolerances.
The AIRS thermal requirements make the instrument not a candidate for the GPM bus
unless a new payload support control action is added: (CAIRS) AIRS Thermal ManagementC&DH maintains AIRS focal plane within temperature tolerances (-58K). This new control
action is analyzed using STPA Step 1 to determine the potentially hazardous control actions as
shown in Table 13, Table 14, and Table 15. It is potentially hazardous if the control action is not
provided, provided too late, or provided for too short a duration during both commissioning and
mission operations.
Table 13. Step 1 Table Sample for CAIRS

Control
Action

Control

#_

Action

AIRS
Thermal
Management

CAIRS

Source
Controller
(Pre-

Control
Loop (Pre-

Source
Controller
(Post-

Control
Loop (Post-

Description

Separation)

Separation)

Separation)

Separation)

C&DH
maintains
AIRS focal
plane within
temperature
tolerances
(-58K)

Satellite
C&DH

S.5AIRS

Satellite
C&DH

S1.5AIRS

13 For this example, the differences are limited to the thermal requirements. A detailed analysis of payload
compatibility must consider all payload control actions and payload supporting control actions.
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Table 14. CAIRS STPA Step 1 Launch Phase Analysis

liming (too
early/late/out of
Not Provided

I Provided
p

Duration (Too

. long/short)

I order)

,.

I Context

Early:-NU
Late: TernperatUre
change out of
tolerances
(A3.A4:H4H,115)
Order:-Attitude
control thermal
nanagernent
before separated
and clear of
launch vehicle/

fairing|

-T emperature

out of tolerances
(A3,A4:1H4, H 5)

NU

obstacles/ debris
(A3 .A4: H4-H6)
-Temperature
Manageueient
before sulFicient
electrical power
stored (A4:fH6)

Long:-NU
Short:Temperatures

change out of

tolerances
(A3,A4: 14-116)

Commissioning. C&DH
mode commissioning.
Satellite power positive.
AIRS temperature nearing
tolerance limits

Table 15. CAIRS STPA Step 1 Launch Phase Analysis

Timing (too
early/late/out
Not Provided

-Temperature
Out of tolerances
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Provided

of

long/short)

Early:-NU

Long:-NU

Late:TernperatUre
change out of

Short:Temperatures
change out of
tolerances
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

tolerances
NU

Duration (Too

order)

(A3,A4:1-14,1-15)

Context

On-orbit conducting mission.
C&DH mode mission. AIRS
receiving. AIRS temperature
nearing tolerance limits

The low-level safety constraints that result from STPA Step 1 are shown in Table 16.
These new low-level safety constraints supplement those from the original STPA analysis and
ensure that the new control action does not create high-level hazards.
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Table 16. CAIRS Low-Level Safety Constraints

CA#
CAIRS

HCA#

Hazardous Control
Action

Mission

Phase

SC #

Launch

SCAIRS1

Launch

SCAIRS2

Launch

SCAIRS3

Launch

SCAIRS4

Launch

SCAIRS5

Mission

SCAIRS6

Mission

SCAIRS7

AIRS temperatures must be
managed to within tolerances in
launch phase
AIRS temperature must be
managed to within tolerances in
launch phase before
temperature changes out of
tolerances
AIRS temperature must be not
be managed by attitude change
in launch phase before
separated and clear of launch
vehicle/ fairing/ obstacles/
debris
AIRS thermal management
must not be activated in launch
phase before sufficient
electrical power is stored.
AIRS temperature must be
managed in launch phase for
sufficient duration such that
temperature does not change
out of tolerances
AIRS temperatures must be
managed to within tolerances in
mission phase
AIRS temperature must be
managed to within tolerances in
mission phase before
temperature changes out of
tolerances

SCAIRS8

AIRS temperature must be
managed in mission phase for
sufficient duration such that
temperature does not change
out of tolerances

NP:-Temperature out of
tolerances
HAIRS1

HAIRS2

HAIRS3

HAIRS4

(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Late:-Temperature
change out of tolerances
(A3,A4:H4, H5)
Order:-Attitude control
thermal management
before separated and clear
of launch vehicle/ fairing/
obstacles/ debris
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Temperature
management before
sufficient electrical power
stored (A4:H6)

HAIRS6

Short:-Temperatures
change out of tolerances
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Temperature out of
tolerances
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

HAIRS7

Late:-Temperature
change out of tolerances
(A3,A4:H4, H5)

HAIRS5

HAIRS8

Short: -Temperatures
change out of tolerances
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Safety Constraint

Mission

The potentially hazardous control actions identified in Step 1 are also analyzed in Step 2
using control loop S 1.5AIRS shown in Figure 11. Note that the actuators and sensors are not
specified because this analysis is conducted at the functional level before the thermal
management system is designed. The Step 2 analysis for HAIRS 1 is shown in Table 17. The
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results from Step 2 may assist designers of the thermal management system to ensure that the
low-level safety constraint SCAIRS 1 is not violated.

C&DH

I
GNC

lRU
-acceleration
-velocity
-position

GPS
-Position
-licity

MACE A&B

TAM
-attitude

Sun Sensors
IF

Heaters

RWA 1-5
MTB A&B
GNC Actuators

Attitude
Velocity
Motors
Motors
Propulsion

Thermal
Management
Actuators

MSS

-sun vector

-sun ve ctor

RWA
-angular
momentum

GNC Se nsors

Satellite

IDPR

CSS

ST
-attitude

----

---------------------

-

AIRS

--

----------------

------------

Figure 11. AIRS Thermal Management Control Loop (S1.5AIRS)
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Thermistors

Thermal
Management
Sensors

Table 17. HAIRS 1 STPA Step 2 Analysis
External control
input or external
Information
wrong or missing

-Missing or
incorrect
information on sun
vector
-Missing or
incorrect
information on
satellite attitude

Missing or wrong
communication
with another
controller

N/A

Controller: Process
model inconsistent,
incomplete, or
incorrect
-Satellite C&DH
commissioning mode
requirements for
AIRS thermal
management not
specified or specified
incompletely/omit
thermal management
-Satellite C&DH
thinks temperatures
within tolerances
-Satellite C&DH
thinks insufficient
electrical power
-Satellite C&DH
thinks not separated
-Satellite C&DH
thinks GNC not in
mission mode
-Satellite C&DH
thinks GNC already
maintaining attitude
for thermal
management
-Satellite C&DH
thinks not in
commissioning
mission stage
-Satellite C&DH
mission stage
progression in wrong
order
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Controller:
Inadequate
control
algorithm

Inappropriate,
ineffective, or
missing control
action

-Satellite C&DH
requirements not
implemented
correctly in
controller (control
algorithm flawed)
for AIRS thermal
management

-Control action
never sent to
actuators
-Control action in
incorrect format for
actuators

Actuator:
Inadequate
operation
-Thermal
management
hardware failure
-Thermal
management
system inadequate
to maintain
tolerances-MACE
A&B hardware
failure
-GNC RWA
hardware failure
-GNC RWA
momentum
saturation
-GNC MTB
hardware failure
-Insufficient torque
generated by MTB
-Propulsion system
hardware failure
-Insufficient thrust
generated by
propulsion system

Controlled
process:
component
failures, changes
over time

-Satellite bus
structural failure
-Incident radiation
angle changes over
time
-AIRS hardware
failure

Delayed
operation

N/A

Process output
contributes to
system hazard

N/A

Conflicting control
actions from
another controller

-GNC attitude
changes and orbit
maintenance conflict
with thermal
management
Sensor: Inadequate
operation/
measurement
inaccuracies/
Incorrect or no
information
provided
-GNC attitude and
orbit sensors
incorrect or measure
inadequate
parameters
-GNC sensor
hardware failure
-GNC inertial sensor
drift
-Sun sensor hardware
failure/ missing or
incorrect
-AIRS thermal
management on/off
sensor incorrect
-Thermistors
inaccurate
-Thermistors measure
incorrect subsystem
temperatures
(miswired)
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Process input
missing or wrong

Unidentified or
out-of-range
disturbance

-Electrical power
not supplied to
AIRS thermal
management
system
-Electrical power
not supplied to
GNC
-No hydrazine
fuel remaining
-Satellite lacks
cryogens

-AIRS temperature
out of range

Feedback delays

Inadequate or
missing feedback

N/A

-Missing or
spurious
temperature
feedback
-Missing or
spurious feedback
indicating GNC
mode
-Missing or
spurious GNC
attitude and angular
acceleration
feedback
-Missing or
spurious sun vector
feedback

Chapter 5: Satellite STPA Template User Guide
The satellite STPA template consists of the STPA analysis conducted on the GPM-based
satellite as well as a blank template for future use. The template is meant to serve as an
extensive framework of pre-analyzed control actions that are required for nearly every satellite.
5.1 Disclaimer and Cautions
Understanding the limitations and the correct application of the template is critical. The
use of this template does not guarantee the safety of a system or capture all of the potentially
hazardous control actions. The template requires modification to reflect the specific system to
which it is being applied. The template offers control actions analyzed for only two of many
possible contexts. A full system analysis requires a rigorous consideration of all possible
combinations of context and process model variables to ensure that no cases are overlooked.
5.2 Using the Template
STPA is intended to be applied to systems beginning in concept generation, so users
ought to apply it as early as possible in the development of their system. Hazard analyses
applied late in development are limited in their effectiveness because many aspects of the system
cannot be changed. Kludges applied to mitigate hazards discovered late in development are less
effective and more expensive than design changes introduced early in the development process.
The process of applying STPA is iterative. As the design is modified, the STPA analysis must
also be modified.
STPA is a top-down hazard analysis method that uses the definitions of accident and
hazard presented in section 2.5.2. As such, any changes made to the analysis will affect all lower
levels of the analysis. The results are highly dependent upon the defined system-level accidents.
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In applying the template to a different system, template users must be sure that accident
definitions are agreed upon by the project management, decision makers, and interested parties.
The accidents in Table 3 are representative of common accidents defined for LEO spacecraft and
may be reused in analysis of other satellites. Additional accidents for interplanetary spacecraft
may include contamination of celestial bodies with materials or organisms from Earth [14].
Events considered accidents will vary across industries. For example, A4 does not exist
in most industries. In the nuclear power industry, the functional purpose of the nuclear power
plant is to produce electricity for consumer use. However, it is not generally considered an
accident if this service is terminated temporarily or permanently. In the space industry, however,
preventing the loss of the primary function of the system and the purpose for the mission has
traditionally been considered an accident. Users should label the accidents, so that they may be
traced throughout the analysis.
Hazards are derived from the defined accidents. The hazards used in the STPA template
and shown in Table 4 are also common to most satellites and may be reused. Note that the
hazards do not specify ways in which the accidents can occur. Instead, they define states of the
high-level system. If the template user must define additional hazards, they must remain
cognizant of the fact that hazards must be controllable by the system. If the hazard, as written,
cannot be controlled by the system, it is likely written as the combination of a hazard and an
environmental factor that is outside the system boundary, thereby forming a high-level accident.
Many new STPA users incorrectly define specific causes of hazards as hazards. The hazards
identified should be at the system level, and thus should be relatively few (definitely no more
than 10) for even the most complex systems. If that number is exceeded, it is most likely that
some of the hazards are actually causes of hazards.
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Consider the following high-level accident: Celestial body is contaminated with materials
or organisms from Earth. The high-level hazard associated with this accident would be the
following: Spacecraft containing materials or organisms from Earth are sent to celestial bodies.
This high-level hazard does not guarantee that the accident will occur. Factors outside of the
system will influence the actual outcome. However, ensuring contaminated spacecraft are not
sent to celestial bodies is entirely within the control of the system and will prevent the high-level
accident. Once hazards are defined, users should label each one and trace it to its corresponding
accident. Users should spend the time to correctly define the accidents and hazards. They are
the basis for the rest of the analysis. The high-level system requirements translate the high-level
hazards into the terms of a requirement rather than a system state. They identify how the
behavior of the system must be constrained, but they do not define how to constrain the behavior.
The control structures supplied as part of the template are generic to satellites in the sense
that many spacecraft share similar functional architectures. If the template control structures
accurately reflect the system being analyzed, they may be reused. The user must modify
portions of the control structures and the controller process models to reflect payloads and
system functions differing from those of the GPM-based satellite. Users should add necessary
variables and their states to the process models of each controller while removing those that are
unnecessary. Before proceeding with the analysis, users should consult the system designers and
systems engineers to ensure that the control structures accurately reflect the system functions.
Remember that the diagrams illustrate functional control rather than physical component
connections. Changes in the control structure dramatically affect the results from STPA Step 2.
The template STPA Step 1 table is insufficient for a full system analysis. Additional
control actions are required to analyze a system over its entire lifecycle. To rigorously analyze
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the system, the control actions must be considered for all possible combinations of process
model and context variables. The Thomas Method is recommended for this process [29]. The
control actions and the identified potentially hazardous control supplied in the template Step 1
table may be reused so long as the control actions, control loops, and contexts are the same. The
control actions in the template are presented generally in mission progression order, but they
need not be. Potentially hazardous control associated with order sensitive control actions must
be noted in the timing (too early/late or wrong order) column in the table.
Tables are commonly used to organize STPA analysis, but users may employ any
organization method they see fit. A blank set of template tables arc provided. The Excel®
version allocates a single cell for each of the four types of hazardous control along with their sub
divisions. Each column indicates a type of hazardous control and each row indicates a control
action. If the control action is not unsafe for the specified type of control, the user should fill the
cell with "NU." If the control action is not applicable in the context, the user should delete the
label and fill the cell with "NA." The blank template automatically highlights all other inputs as
potentially hazardous, so the user should not leave cells blank. To indicate potentially hazardous
control, the user should fill the appropriate cell with the high-level hazard that may result from
the potentially hazardous control. The low-level safety constraints are generated by rewriting the
identified potentially hazardous control actions in the form of requirements that govern system
behavior. The low-level safety constraints included with the template may be reused if
applicable.
The template STPA Step 2 analysis identifies the causal factors that could lead to the
potentially hazardous control identified in the template Step 1 tables. If the user adds any control
actions or contexts to the Step 1 analysis, they must perform Step 2 analysis for the resulting
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potentially hazardous control actions. The provided template Step 2 analysis will require
modification if the control loops or the controller process models do not match those of the
system being analyzed.
In performing Step 2, it is recommended that users proceed around the control loop
appropriate for the control action being analyzed while referencing the Step 2 guide control loop
shown in Figure 8. The template Step 2 table is organized into columns by each of the
guidewords from the Step 2 guide control loop. The rows correspond to specific potentially
hazardous control actions identified in Step 1. When asking how the guidewords could apply to
the control loop, the user should remember that guide words apply to only the specific potentially
hazardous control action and context listed in that row. For example, users should not try to
explain how an incorrect process model could cause the control action to be provided early when
the potentially hazardous control being considered in that row is the control action not provided.
As in Step 1, template users should not leave any cells blank.
The results of the Step 2 analysis are potential causal factors for inadequate control that
could lead to high-level system hazards. The safety analyst may suggest solutions, but must
consider new hazards introduced by the solutions. The causal factors identified in Step 2 should
be examined by systems engineers and designers to determine if they are possible and if so, to
alter the design to eliminate them. The STPA process is iterated with the design changes in order
to determine any new potentially unsafe control actions. The analyst must update the STPA
analysis as the system changes throughout its lifecycle.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1 Satellite System Safety Analysis Using STPA
Traditional models of accident causality focus on preventing failure events. The NASA
systems safety program relies on this simplified model of accidents through the application of
PRA on its spacecraft. The probabilistic hazard analysis methods used in PRA seek to increase
safety of systems by increasing their reliability, but they are inadequate to ensure safety at the
system level.
The STAMP model of accident causality developed by Leveson represents a dramatic
shift in perspective on safety. Rather than trying to enforce safety at the system level by
preventing failures at the component level, STAMP enforces safety at the system level by
constraining system behavior. In doing so, STAMP is able to accurately model accidents.
Applying the STAMP-based hazard analysis method STPA allows the analyst to discover nonfailure causal factors in addition to component failure causal factors.
A GPM-based satellite was analyzed using STPA for 67 control actions in the nominal
launch and mission phases. The STPA Step 1 analysis of these control actions resulted in the
identification of 323 potentially hazardous control actions. These potentially hazardous control
actions were examined using STPA Step 2 to determine causal factors in the GPM-based system.
The analysis serves as a guide for new users in applying STPA to their own systems.
Furthermore, most satellites are not entirely unique. They perform the same basic functions in
order to survive in the harsh environment of space and to operate their mission payloads. As a
result, the analysis on the GPM-based satellite may serve as a template for future satellite STPA
analyses. The template saves safety analysts time by allowing reuse of the analysis for the
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specified contexts. The limitations and recommended use of the template are described in the
user guide in Chapter 5.
6.2 Safety of Modular Payloads
The space industry has increasingly considered harnessing spacecraft functional
commonality by developing modular designs in efforts to reduce space program costs. However,
changing the mission payload on a common bus requires safety engineers to redo much, if not
all, of the hazard analyses performed using traditional methods. Using STPA, much of this
costly rework can be avoided. This thesis identifies the conditions under which payloads may be
safely interchanged. Three types of payload control action mismatch and two types of payload
support control action mismatch require additional analysis. Although true "plug-and-play" of
payloads is not possible for these cases, the additional analysis is supplemental to and far less
than the original full-system STPA analysis. The GPM-based satellite analysis was used to
demonstrate one type of payload support control action mismatch by exchanging the GMI with
an infrared sensor based on the AIRS flown on the Aqua satellite.
6.3 Future Work
This research accomplished the goals of developing a STPA template that is applicable to
a wide range of satellites and of determining the conditions and additional safety analysis
required to safely accommodate a new payload on a satellite. However, much work remains for
the future. Initial future work will expand the scope of the GPM-based satellite STPA analysis
to include the end-of-life phases as well as the development and operations management portions
of the larger system. The management decision making processes and policies play a critical
role throughout the system lifecycle and especially in preventing the system from drifting into an
unsafe state during standard mission operations.
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In addition to expanding the scope, the Thomas Method should be applied to the GPMbased satellite to identify the full set of potentially hazardous control actions given all of the
GPM-based satellite process models and system states. This will not only increase the rigor, but
also the speed of future analyses using the template. In furthering the work on payload
modularity, an analysis of launch vehicle safety and handling of various payloads may prove
insightful.
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Appendix A: Safety Control Structures and Controller Process
Models
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Figure 15. Abort Control Loop (MO.2)
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Figure 16. On-Site Satellite Mission Controllers-PSE Startup Control Loop (MO.3)
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Figure 17. On-Site Satellite Mission Controllers-C&DH Control Loop (MO.4)
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Figure 19. Ground Data Storage Control Loops (MO.6)
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Figure 20. Launch Vehicle Control Loops (Li.0)
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(To Launch MOC)
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Figure 22. Payload Support System Control Loops (Li.2)
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(To Launch Vehicle C&DH)
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Figure 23. Launch Vehicle GNC Control Loops (L2. 1)
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Figure 24. C&DH-Data Handling Control Loop (S 1.0)
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Figure 25. Pre-Separation C&DH-GNC Control Loop (S1.1 a)
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Figure 26. Post-Separation C&DH-GNC Control Loop (S1.1b)
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Figure 28. Appendage Deployment Control Loop (S1.3)
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Figure 29. Science Payload Control Loops (S1.4)
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Figure 30. Thermal Management Control Loops (S 1.5)
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Figure 32. C&DH-PSE Control Loop (S1.7)
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Figure 33. MACE Control Loop (S2.0)
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(To C&DH)
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Figure 34. PIE Control Loop (S2.1)
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Figure 35. Attitude and Pointing Control Loops (S2.2) (Repeated for convenience)
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Figure 36. Pre-Separation EPS Control Loops (S2.3a)
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Figure 37. Post-Separation EPS Control Loops (S2.3b)
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Table 18. Launch Vehicle Mission Controllers Process Model
Controller

Variable/Parameter

Launch Vehicle Mission

Controllers

Controlling party

States
Launch Vehicle Mission
Controllers

On-Site Satellite Mission
Controllers

Mission Stage

Launch Progression
Launch procedures
Launch facilities/personnel state
Abort

Satellite Mission Controllers
Startup
Ignition
Lift off
Boosters
Stage 1
Stage 2
Fairing Separation
Primary payload separation
Secondary payload separation
Clearance
De-orbit/park
Launch progression schedule
Launch procedures
Not ready
Ready
No
Yes

Flight path state
Goal flight path
Thrust Level
Fuel level
Stage

Fairing Separation
Primary Payload Separation
Secondary Payload Separation
Payload bay environmental
support
Payload bay environment state
Payload electrical power support

Flight path
Goal flight path
Percentage
Tank pressure
Boosters
Stage 1
Stage 2
Not Separated
Separated
Not Separated
Separated
Not Separated
Separated
Off
On
environmental parameter values
Off
On

I Not Connected

Umbilical
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Communications
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Connected
Not functional
Functional

i

Table 19. Satellite Mission Controllers and On-Site Satellite Mission Controllers Process Models
Controller
Satellite Mission
Controllers

Variable/Parameter

States

Controlling party

Launch Vehicle Mission
Controllers

On-Site Satellite Mission
Controllers

On-Site Satellite Mission
Controllers

Mission Stage

Mission Progression
Mission procedures
Abort
C&DH A Mode

C&DH B Mode

GNC Mode

GNC calibration

Satellite Mission Controllers
Startup
Launch
Separation
Detumble
Sun point
Checkout
Mission
Mission progression schedule
Mission procedures
No
Yes
Off
No Mode
Standby
Launch
Commissioning
Mission
Safe hold
Off
No Mode
Standby
Launch
Commissioning
Mission
Safe hold
Off
On
Launch
Rate Null
Sun Point
Gyroless Sun point
Slew
Delta V
Delta H
Mission
Not calibrating
__Calibrating
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Electrical power level

Battery voltage

Power usage
Separation State

System power use
Not Separated
Separated

Subsystem status check

OK
Fault X system
Off
On
External
Batteries
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Subsystem temperatures
Subsystem temperature limits
Off
On
Testing

PSE State
PSE power source
GMI Heater state
KaDPR Heater state
KuDPR Heater state
Temperature
Temperature limits
GMI State

Calibrating
KaDPR State

Receiving
Off
On
Testing

Calibrating
KaDPR calibration target
KuDPR State

KuDPR calibration target
DFU PCE A state

DFU PCE B state

Transmitting/Receiving
Location
Off
On
Testing
Calibrating
Transmitting/Receiving
Location
Off
On
Solar array fired
HGAS fired
Off
On
Solar array fired

HGAS fired
HGAS deployment
Solar array deployment
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Stowed
Deployed
Stowed
Deployed

GMI deployment

Stowed

COE state

Deployed
Off
On
Omni/NEN
HGA/TDRSS-SA
HGA/TDRSS-MA
Off
On
Omni/NEN
HGA/TDRSS-SA
HGA/TDRSS-MA
None
TDRSS
Ground
Not functional
Functional
Not functional
Functional
Not saved
saved
COEs

Ground telemetry measured
COEs

Ground measured COEs

Goal COEs

Goal COEs

Transponder A state

Transponder B state

HGA pointing

Omni communications
HGA communications
Ground Science data

Linear acceleration state

Linear acceleration

Angular acceleration state
Linear velocity state

Angular acceleration
Linear velocity

Ground telemetry measured
velocity
Angular velocity state
Position state
Attitude state

Ground measured velocity
Angular velocity
Position
Attitude

Goal Attitude

Goal Attitude
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Table 20. Launch Vehicle C&DH Process Model
Controller

Variable/Parameter

States

Launch Vehicle C&DH

Mission Stage

Startup
Ignition

Lift off
Boosters
Stage 1
Stage 2
Fairing Separation
Primary payload separation
Secondary payload separation

Flight path state

Clearance
De-orbit/park
Flight path

Goal flight path

Goal flight path

Thrust Level
Fuel level
Stage

Percentage
Tank pressure
Boosters
Stage 1
Stage 2
Not Separated
Separated
Not Separated
Separated
Not Separated

Fairing Separation
Primary Payload Separation
Secondary Payload Separation

Separated
Payload bay environmental support

Payload bay environment state
Payload electrical power support
Umbilical
Abort
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Off
On
Environmental parameter
values
Off
On
Not Connected
Connected
No
Yes

Table 21. Launch Vehicle GNC Process Model
Controller

-

Launch Vehicle GNC

Variable/Parameter

States

Launch vehicle thrust state
Launch vehicle thrust error
Fuel level
Ignition
Stage

Thrust percentage
Thrust error
Tank pressure
No
Yes
Boosters

Altitude state
Dynamic pressure state
Static pressure state
Flight path state
Flight path error
COE state
COEs state error
Linear acceleration state
Linear acceleration state error
Linear acceleration limits
Angular acceleration state
Angular acceleration state error
Angular acceleration limits
Linear velocity state
Linear velocity state error
Linear velocity limits
Angular velocity state
Angular velocity state error
Angular velocity limits
Position state
Position state error
Position limits
Attitude state
Attitude error

Stage 1
Stage 2
Altitude
Dynamic pressure
Static pressure
Flight path
Flight path error
COEs
COEs error
Linear acceleration
Linear acceleration error
Linear acceleration limits
Angular acceleration
Angular acceleration error
Angular acceleration limits
Linear velocity
Linear velocity error
Linear velocity limits
Angular velocity
Angular velocity error
Angular velocity limits
Position
Position error
Position limits
Attitude
Attitude error
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I

Table 22. Satellite C&DH Process Model

Controller
Satellite C&DH

States

Variable/Parameter
I Mode

Other C&DH Mode

Mission Stage

Mission Progression
GNC Mode

GNC calibration
Electrical power level
Power usage
Separation State
Subsystem status check
PSE State

Off
No Mode
Standby
Launch
Commissioning
Mission
Safe Hold
Off
No Mode
Standby
Launch
Commissioning
Mission
Safe Hold
Startup
Launch
Separation
Detumble
Sun point
Checkout
Mission
Safe hold
Mission progression schedule
Off
On
Launch
Rate Null
Sun Point
Gyroless Sun point
Slew
Delta V
Delta H
Mission
Not calibrating
Calibrating
Battery voltage
System power use
Not Separated
Separated
OK
Fault X system
Off
On
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External
Batteries
Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Subsystem temperatures
Subsystem temperature limits
Off
On
Testing

PSE power source
GMI Heater state
KaDPR Heater state
KuDPR Heater state
Temperature
Temperature limits
GMI State

Calibrating
Receiving
Off
On
Testing

KaDPR State

Calibrating
KuDPR State

DFU PCE A state

DFU PCE B state

HGAS deployment
Solar array deployment
GMI deployment
Transponder A state

Transmitting/Receiving
Off
On
Testing
Calibrating
Transmitting/Receiving
Off
On
Solar array fired
HGAS fired
Off
On
Solar array fired
HGAS fired
Stowed
Deployed
Stowed
Deployed
Stowed
Deployed
Off
On
Omni/NEN

HGA/TDRSS-SA
HGA/TDRSS-MA

Off

Transponder B state

On
Omni/NEN
HGA/TDRSS-SA
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HGA pointing

TDRSS orbits/locations
HSK TM Memory
HSK TM Memory Limit
Science Data Memory
Science Data Memory Limit
COE state
Ground telemetry measured COEs
Goal COEs
Linear acceleration state
Angular acceleration state
Linear velocity state
Ground telemetry measured velocity
Angular velocity state
Position state
Attitude state

HGA/TDRSS-MA
None
TDRSS
Ground
TDRSS orbits/locations
Data level
Data limit
Data level
Data limit
COEs
Ground measured COEs
Goal COEs
Linear acceleration
Angular acceleration
Linear velocity
Ground measured velocity
Angular velocity
Position
Attitude
Goal Attitude

Goal Attitude
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Table 23. Satellite GNC Process Model
Controller

Variable/Parameter

Satellite
GNC

Mode

I States
Launch
Rate Null
Sun Point
Gyroless Sun point
Slew
Delta V
Delta H
Mission
Sensors
C&DH
Not Separated
Separated
Off
On
Armed
Firing
Off
On
Armed
Firing
Off
On
Off
On
Off

GNC data source
Separation State
PIE A state

PIE B state

MACE A state
MACE B state
GPS state

On

Off
On
Off
On
Off
On
Off

IRU state
CSS state
MSS state
ST state

On

Off

TAM state

On

RWA 1-5 state

Wheel speed

RWA 1-5 state error
RWA 1-5 state limits
HGAS deployment

Wheel speed error
Wheel speed limits
Stowed
Deployed

Solar array deployment
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Stowed
Deployed

HGAS drive pointing vector state
HGAS drive pointing error state
HGAS drive limits
Solar array drive pointing vector state
Solar array drive pointing error state
Solar array drive limits
Propulsion firing state
Fuel Remaining
COE state
COEs state error
Linear acceleration state
Linear acceleration state error
Linear acceleration limits
Angular acceleration state
Angular acceleration state error
Angular acceleration limits
Linear velocity state
Linear velocity state error
Linear velocity limits
Angular velocity state
Angular velocity state error
Angular velocity limits
Position state
Position state error
Position limits
Attitude state
Attitude error
Sun vector state
Nadir vector state
____________

Pointing vector
Pointing error
Travel limits
Pointing vector
Pointing error
Travel limits
None
Motor(s) #s
Fuel tank pressure
COEs
COEs error
Linear acceleration
Linear acceleration error
Linear acceleration limits
Angular acceleration
Angular acceleration
error
Angular acceleration
limits
Linear velocity
Linear velocity error
Linear velocity limits
Angular velocity
Angular velocity error
Angular velocity limits
Position
Position error
Position limits
Attitude
Attitude error
Sun vector
Unknown
Nadir vector
Unknown

J _________________________________

I. _______________________
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Table 24. PSE Process Model

Controller

Variable/Parameter

States

Satellite PSE

Power Source

External
Batteries
Off
On
Off
On
Charge level
Charge limits
Charging
Not charging
charge rate
No
Power

Bus A
Bus B
Battery status
Charging status
Charge rate
Power from Solar Array
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Appendix B: Low-Level Safety Constraints
Table 25. Low-Level Safety Constraints
CA
#
C1

Hazardous Control
Action
NP:-Environmental
damage to satellite
(A3:H3,H4)

Mission
Phase

SC #

Launch

SCI

Launch

SC2

HCA3

Late: -Environmental
damage to satellite
(A3:H3,H4)
Short:-Environmental
damage to satellite
(A3:H3,H4)

Launch

SC3

HCA4

NP:-satellite lacks
electrical power(A4:H6)

Launch

SC4

HCA5

Short:-Satellite lacks
electrical power (A4:H6)
NP:-Unable to distribute

Launch

SC5

Safety Constraint
Payload bay environmental control must
be provided to within GPM tolerances
during launch
Payload bay must be within GPM
tolerance environmental requirements
before GPM is stored in the launch
vehicle
Payload bay must be within GPM
tolerance environmental requirements
until fairing separation
Launch vehicle must provide the satellite
with electrical power at the proper
voltage, current.
Launch vehicle must provide the satellite
with electrical power until separation

HCA6

and regulate power(A4:H6)

Launch

SC6

PSE must be turned on for launch

Launch

SC7

Bus A&B must be turned on for launch

Launch

SC8

C&DH A must be turned on for launch

Launch

SC9

Launch

SC1

C&DH B must be turned on for launch
C&DH A must not be in a controlling
mode while C&DH B is in a controlling
mode in launch phase

Launch

SC11

C&DH A must be turned on before given
mode commands in launch hase

SC14

C&DH A must remain in a noncontrolling mode while C&DH B is in a
controlling mode in launch phase

HCA #

HCA1

HCA2

C2

C3
C4

NP:-Power not distributed
HCA7

to subsystems (A4:H6)

NP:-C&DH A not on

C5
HCA8

(A4:H6)

HCA10

NP:-C&DH B not on
(A4:H6)
NP:-C&DH A not in
standby to recover from
C&DH B failure (A4:H6)

HCA11

Order:-Standby command
given before C&DH A
turned on A3:H6

C6
HCA9
C7

HCA14

Short:-C&DH A enters a
controlling mode while
C&DH B in controlling
mode (A3:H6)
P:-C&DH A in standby

Launch

C&DH A must not be in a non-

mode while C&DH B in

HCA15

non-controlling mode
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC15
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controlling mode while C&DH B is in a
non-controlling mode in mission phase

C8
HCA16

NP:-C&DH B not in
standby to recover from
C&DH A failure (A4:H6)
Order: -Mode command
given before C&DH B

Launch

C&DH B must not be in a controlling
mode while C&DH A is in a controlling
mode in launch phase

SC16

C&DH B must be turned on before given
mndp cnmmnndq in Iminch nhqce

tnrntd nn (AH-1M46

HCA20

C9

C HCA21
I
HCA22

HCA23

HCA24

HCA25

HCA26

Nnort:-u&ij
t3 enters a
controlling mode while
C&DH A in controlling
I mode (A3:H6)
P:-C&DH B in standby
mode while C&DH A in
non-controlling mode
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase (A3:H6)
Order:-C&DH A in launch
mode before C&DH B in
non-controlling mode
(A3:H6)
Order:-Mode command
given before C&DH A
turned on (A3:H6)
Long:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)
Short:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)

SC20

C&DH B must remain in a noncontrolling mode while C&DH A is in a
controlling mode in launch phase

, Mission , SC21

C&DH B must not be in a noncontrolling mode while C&DH A is in a
non-controlling mode in mission phase

Launch

,

SC22

C&DH A must be put into launch mode
for launch phase

Launch

SC23

C&DH A must not be in launch mode
before C&DH B is in a non-controlling
mode in launch phase

Launch

SC24

C&DH A must be turned on before given
mode commands in launch phase

Launch

SC25

C&DH A must not be in launch mode
longer than required for launch

Launch

SC26

C&DH A must remain in launch mode
until separation

Launch

P:-C&DH A not in proper
mode for mission phase

HCA27

(A3:H6)

Mission

SC27

C&DH A must not be changed into
launch mode in mission phase

HCA28

NP:-C&DH B not in
proper mode for mission
phase (A3:H6)

Launch

SC28

C&DH B must be put into launch mode
for launch phase

Launch

SC29

C&DH B must not be in launch mode
before C&DH A is in a non-controlling
mode in launch phase

Launch

SC30

C&DH B must be turned on before given
mode commands in launch phase

Launch

SC31

,ILaunch

SC32

CIO

HCA29

HCA30

Order:-C&DH B in launch
mode before C&DH A in
non-controlling mode
(A3:H6)
Order:-Mode command
given before C&DH B
turned on (A3:H6)
Long:-C&DH B not in

C&DH B must not be in launch mode

proper mode for mission

HCA31
HCA32

phase(A3:H6)
Short:-C&DH B not in
proper mode for mission
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longer than required for launch
C&DH B must remain in launch mode
separation
until
,

phase(A3:H6)

HCA33
C1I
C12

HCA34

HCA35
C13
HCA36

HCA37

HCA38

HCA39

HCA40
C14
HCA41
C15
HCA42
C16
HCA43

HCA44

HCA45

HCA46
C17
HCA47

HCA48

J HCA49

P:-C&DH B not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)
NP:-GNC not on (A4:H6)
NP:-MACE A&B not on
(No functional GNC
actuators) (A4:H6)
NP:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)
Order: -Mode command
given before GNC turned
on (A3:H6)
Long:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)
Short:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)
P:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)
NP:-PIE A&B not on (No
propulsion functions)
(A4:H4,H6)
NP:-DFU PCE A&B not
on (unable to deploy
appendages) (A4:H5,H6)
NP:-Satellite not launched
(A4: H5)
Early:-Rocket, payload,
and/or support
infrastructure/personnel
not ready. (Al-A4:Hl-H5)
Long:-Damage to launch
infrastructure (A2: H2)
Short:Rocket engine not
ignited or not self
sustaining (A4:H5)
NP:-Satellite not launched
(A4: H5)
Early:-Rocket, payload,
and/or support
infrastructure/personnel
not ready for liftoff (Al A4:Hl-H6)
Long:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(excessive delta V-high)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Mission

SC33

C&DH B must not be changed into
launch mode in mission phase

Launch

SC34

GNC must be turned on for launch

Launch

SC35

launch

Launch

SC36

GNC must be put into launch mode for
launch

Launch

SC37

GNC must be on before launch mode
command provided

Launch

SC38

GNC must be switched out of launch
mode once no longer in mission phase

Launch

SC39

GNC must remain in launch mode while
in launch phase

Mission

SC40

GNC must not be put in launch mode in
mission phase

Launch

SC41

PIE A&B must be turned on for launch

Launch

SC42

DFU PCE A&B must be turned on for
launch

Launch

SC43

Launch

SC44

Launch vehicle propulsion system must
be ignited for launch
Launch vehicle propulsion system must
not be ignited before the launch vehicle,
payload, and/or supporting infrastructure
and personnel are ready for ignition

SC45

Launch vehicle propulsion system
ignition must not be provided longer than
required for self-sustaining combustion

Launch

SC46

Launch vehicle propulsion system
ignition must be provided sufficiently
long for self-sustaining combustion

Launch

SC47

Launch

SC48

Launch vehicle propulsion system must
provide sufficient thrust
Launch vehicle propulsion system must
not provide thrust before the launch
vehicle, payload, and/or supporting
infrastructure and personnel are ready for
launch

SC49

Launch vehicle propulsion system must
not provide thrust for longer than
required to reach desired orbit

MACE A&B must be turned on for

Launch

Launch
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HCA50

HCA51
C18
HCA52

HCA53

HCA54
C19
HCA55

HCA56

HCA57

HCA58

HCA59

C21
HCA62

HCA63
C22
HCA64

HCA65

Long: -Thrust exceeds
launch vehicle or satellite
structural limits (Al I A4:Hl-H6)
Short:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(insufficient delta V-low)
(A3A4:H4 H5)
NP:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4: H4,H5)
Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4: H4,H5)
Short:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4: H4,H5)
NP:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4: H4,H5)
Early:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(insufficient delta V-low)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Early:-Stage before
previous stage stops
providing thrust (A2A4:H2-H5)
Early:-Subsequent stage
provides thrust before
previous stage separated
(A2-A4:H2-H5)
Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
or insufficient delta V for
orbit (A3,A4: H4,H5)

NP:-Satellite not prepared
for separation (A3, A4:H4H6)
Order:-Satellite separated
before woken up
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Satellite unable to
separate or can with
damage
(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
Early:-Aerodynamic loads
damage payload
(A3,A4:H3-H6)

SC50

Launch vehicle propulsion system thrust
must not exceed launch vehicle or
payload structural loading limits

Launch

SC51

Launch vehicle propulsion system must
provide thrust for sufficient duration to
reach desired orbit

Launch

SC52

Launch

SC53

Launch

SC54

Launch vehicle propulsion system must
guide along desired flight path
Launch vehicle propulsion system must
guide sufficiently early to achieve
desired flight path/orbit
Launch vehicle propulsion system must
guide for sufficient duration to achieve
desired flight path/orbit

Launch

SC55

Launch vehicle staging system must
stage in launch phase

SC56

Launch vehicle staging system must not
stage before desired delta V extracted
from previous stage in launch phase

Launch

Launch

Launch

SC57

Launch

SC58

Launch

SC59

Launch

SC62

Launch

SC63

Launch

SC64

Launch

SC65
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Launch vehicle GNC staging system
must not stage while previous stage
providing thrust in launch phase
Launch vehicle staging system must not
allow subsequent stage to provide thrust
before previous stage separated in launch
phase
Launch vehicle staging system
subsequent stage must provide thrust
before unable to achieve desired orbit in
launch hase

Launch vehicle C&DH must provide
payload wakeup signal in launch phase
Launch vehicle C&DH must provide
payload wakeup signal before separate
payload

Launch vehicle C&DH must separate
fairing in launch phase
Launch vehicle C&DH must not separate
fairing before aerodynamic loads are
within payload tolerances

HCA66

HCA67
C23
HCA68

HCA69
C24
HCA70

Early:-Aerodynamic loads
prevent launch vehicle
from reaching desired orbit
I (A3,A4:H4,H5)
Order: -Satellite separated
before payload fairing
jettisoned
(A3 A4:H3 H5H6)
Early:-Collision with
primary satellite
(A2,A3,A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)
Late:-Collision with
primary satellite
(A2,A3,A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Transponders not on
(no RF communications)
(A3,A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Satellite separated
before Transponders on

, Launch , SC66

Launch

SC67

Launch vehicle C&DH must not separate
fairing before aerodynamic loads prevent
launch vehicle from reaching desired
orbit

Launch vehicle C&DH must separate
fairing before separate payload

Launch

SC68

Launch

SC69

Launch vehicle C&DH must not separate
secondary payloads early so as to create
collision hazard
Launch vehicle C&DH must not separate
secondary payloads late so as to create
collision hazard

Launch

SC70

Satellite C&DH must turn on
Transponder A&B in launch phase
Satellite C&DH must turn on

HCA71

(A3,A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC71

Transponder A&B before separation

HCA72

NP:-satellite lacks
electrical
power(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Satellite separated
before batteries supply

Launch

SC72

PSE must switch to onboard power in
launch phase

Launch

SC73

PSE must switch to onboard power in
launch phase before satellite is separated

Launch

SC74

Launch

SC75

C25

HCA73

power (A4:H5,H6)

HCA76

NP:-Uncalibrated GNC
instruments (A3,A4:H4H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before stabilized
(A3,A4:H5,H6)
Order:-GNC handshake
with launch vehicle not
conducted before
separation (A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA77

C26
HCA74

HCA75

GNC must be calibrated in launch phase
GNC must receive calibration data in
launch phase before satellite drains
batteries below critical limit
GNC handshake must be conducted
before satellite is separated from launch
vehicle in launch phase
GNC must be calibrated for sufficient
duration in launch phase such that GNC
is properly calibrated

Launch

SC76

Short:-GNC not calibrated
properly (A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC77

HCA78

NP:-Uncalibrated GNC
instruments/sensor drift
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC78

HCA79

Late:-Large sensor drift
(A4:H5,H6)

Mission

SC79

Mission

SC80

GNC must be calibrated in mission phase
GNC must be calibrated in mission phase
before sensor drift becomes unacceptably
large
GNC must be calibrated for sufficient
duration in mission phase such that GNC
is properly calibrated

Launch

SC81

Primary payload must be separated from
launch vehicle in launch phase

SC82

Primary payload must not be separated
before previous stage stops providing
thrust during launch

HCA81

Short:-GNC not calibrated
properly (A4:H5,H6)
NP:-Satellite not separated
from launch vehicle
(A3,A4: H5,H6)

HCA82

Early:-Separate before
previous stage stops
providing thrust (A2-

HCA80
C27

Launch
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A4:H2-H5)

HCA83

C28
HCA84

HCA85

HCA86

HCA87

Order:-Separate before
fairing jettisoned and clear
(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Satellite not clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2H6)
Late: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Launch Vehicle
creates separation
distance/parks/deorbits
before separation
(A3,A4:H3-H6)
Long: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC83

Primary payload must not be separated
before fairing separated and clear in
launch phase

Launch

SC84

Launch vehicle must perform clearance
maneuver in launch phase

SC85

Launch vehicle must perform clearance
maneuver in launch phase before satellite
drains battery below critical limit

Launch

Launch

SC86

Launch

SC87

Launch vehicle must not perform
clearance maneuver/park/deorbit in
launch phase before separate primary
payload
Launch vehicle must perform clearance
maneuver sufficiently quickly in launch
phase such that satellite does not drain
battery below critical limit

Launch

SC88

Launch vehicle must perform clearance
maneuver in launch phase for sufficient
duration that clear of satellite

Launch

SC89

Launch vehicle must move to parking
orbit or deorbit in launch phase

SC90

Launch vehicle must move to parking
orbit/deorbit in launch phase before
satellite drains battery

Short: -Satellite not clear
HCA88
C29

of launch vehicle (A2A4:H2-H6)
NP:-Satellite not clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2-

HCA92

H6)
Late: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Moves to parking
orbit before creates
separation distance (A2A4:H2-H6)
Long: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)

HCA93

Short: -Satellite or other
systems not clear of launch
vehicle (A2-A4:H2-H6)

Launch

SC93

HCA94

NP:-Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC94

HCA95

Late: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC95

HCA89

HCA90

HCA91

C30

Launch

Launch

SC91

Launch

SC92
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Launch vehicle must not move to
parking orbit or deorbit in launch phase
before performs clearance maneuver
Launch vehicle must park/deorbit
sufficiently quickly in launch phase such
that satellite does not drain battery below
critical limit
Launch vehicle must perform
park/deorbit for sufficient duration in
launch phase such that clear of satellite
Launch vehicle mission controllers and
on-site satellite mission controllers must
turn over to satellite mission controllers
in launch phase
Launch vehicle mission controllers and
on-site satellite mission controllers must
turn over to satellite mission controllers
before satellite drains battery in launch
phase

HCA96

Order:-Turnover before
Satellite separated from
launch vehicle: unable to
separate (A3A4: H51H6)

Launch

I SC96

HCA97

Long: -Satellite unable to
commission (drains battery
before power positive)
(A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC97

Launch

SC98

Launch

SC99

Launch

SC100

Launch

SC101

Short: -Inadequate turnover

I HCA98
C31
HCA99

I (A2-A4:H2-H6)
NP:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase (A3:H6)

HCA103

Late:-Drain batteries
before commission
(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Mode command
given before C&DH A
turned on (A3:H6)
Order:-C&DH A in
commissioning mode
before C&DH B in STBY
(A3:H6)
Order:-C&DH A in
commissioning mode
before separation (A3:H6)

HCA104

Long:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)

HCA100

HCA101

HCA102

-~

t

Launch vehicle mission controllers and
on-site satellite mission controllers must
not turn over to satellite mission
controllers in launch phase before
satellite is separated
Launch vehicle mission controllers and
on-site satellite mission controllers must
turn over to satellite mission controllers
in launch phase sufficiently quickly such
that satellite does not drain battery below
critical limit
Launch vehicle mission controllers and
on-site satellite mission controllers must
turn over to satellite mission controllers
in launch phase for sufficient duration
such that turnover is thorough
C&DH A must be changed to
commissioning mode in launch phase
C&DH A must be changed to
commissioning mode in launch phase
before satellite drains batteries below
critical limit
C&DH A must not be changed to
commissioning mode before C&DH A
turned on in launch phase

Launch

SC102

Launch

SC103

Launch

SC104

C&DH A must not be changed to
commissioning mode before C&DH B in
standby in launch phase
C&DH A must not be changed to
commissioning mode before separation
in launch phase
C&DH A must not be left in
commissioning mode longer than
necessary for commissioning in launch
phase

HCA105

Short:-C&DH A not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)
P:-C&DH A not in proper
mode for mission phase

Launch

SC105

C&DH A must remain in commissioning
mode for sufficient duration to properly
commission satellite in launch phase

HCA106

(A3:H6)

Mission

SC106

C&DH A mode must not be changed to
commissioning in mission phase

HCA107

NP:-C&DH B not in
proper mode for mission
phase (A3:H6)

Launch

SC107

Launch

SC108

Launch

SC109

C32

HCA108

HCA109

Late:-Drain batteries
before commission
(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Mode command
given before C&DH B
turned on (A3:H6)
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C&DH B must be changed to
commissioning mode in launch phase
C&DH B must be changed to
commissioning mode in launch phase
before satellite drains batteries below
critical limit
C&DH B must not be changed to
commissioning mode before C&DH B
turned on in launch phase

HCA1I1

Order:-C&DH B in
commissioning mode
before C&DH A in STBY
(A3:H6)
Order:-C&DH B in
commissioning mode
before separation (A3:H6)

HCA112

Long:-C&DH B not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)

HCA110

HCA114

Short:-C&DH B not in
proper mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)
P:-C&DH B not in proper
mode for mission phase
(A3:H6)

HCAI15

NP:-Telemetry data lost
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA113

C33

HCA117

Late: -Telemetry data lost
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Short:-Telemetry data not
properly saved (A3,A4:H4H6)

HCAI18

NP:-Telemetry data lost
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA116

HCAI19

I HCA120 I
C34

HCA121

HCA122

HCA123

HCA124

HCA125
C35
HCA126

Late: -Telemetry data lost
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Short:-Telemetry data not
properly saved (A3,A4:H4H6)
NP:-Ground has no access
to telemetry data
(A3 A4:H4-H6)

Short:-Not all telemetry
data sent (A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Ground has no access
to telemetry data
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order: -Transmit telemetry
data before point HGA at
TDRSS-SA/MA/after
connection broken
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Short:-Not all telemetry
data sent (A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Memory full (unable
to save new telemetry data)
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

,

Launch

SC110

Launch

SCIll

Launch

SC112

C&DH B must not be changed to
commissioning mode before C&DH A in
standby in launch phase
C&DH B must not be changed to
commissioning mode before separation
in launch phase
C&DH B must not be left in
commissioning mode longer than
necessary for commissioning in launch
phase

Launch

SC113

C&DH B must remain in commissioning
mode for sufficient duration to properly
commission satellite in launch phase

Mission

SCI14

C&DH B mode must not be changed to
commissioning in mission phase

Launch

SC115

Telemetry data must be saved in launch
phase

Launch

SC116

Launch

SC117

Telemetry data must be saved as soon as
it is received by ground in launch phase
Telemetry data must be saved for
sufficient duration in launch phase such
that it is saved properly

Mission

SC118

Telemetry data must be saved in mission
phase

Mission

SC119

Telemetry data must be saved as soon as
it is received by ground in mission phase

Mission

, SC120 ,

Telemetry data must be saved for
sufficient duration in mission phase such
that it is saved properly

SC121

Telemetry data must be transmitted in
launch phase

Launch

SC122

Telemetry data must be transmitted for
sufficient duration in launch phase such
that all telemetry data is transmitted

Mission

SC123

Telemetry data must be transmitted in
mission phase

SC124

Telemetry data must not be transmitted
before the communication link is
established or after it is broken

Mission

SC125

Telemetry data must be transmitted for
sufficient duration in mission phase such
that all telemetry data is transmitted

Launch

SC126

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
when full during launch phase

Launch

Mission
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HCA127

HCA128

HCA129

HCA130

HCA131

HCA132

, HCA133 ,
C36
HCA134

Late:-Unable to save new
telemetry data until clear
old data (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Clear memory
before transmit and
confirm receipt/storage of
telemetry data (A3,A4:H4H6)

HCA140

HCA141

HCA142

Launch

SC129

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
for sufficient duration in launch phase
such that the memory is cleared.

Mission

SC130

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
when full during mission phase

Mission

SC131

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
before it is full during mission phase

SC132

Telemetry data memory must not be
cleared in mission phase before
confirmation of ground receipt and
storage is received

Short:-Memory not
cleared(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
for sufficient duration in mission phase
Mission , SC133 , such that the memory is cleared.

NP:-Thrusters not armed
for post separation motor
firings (A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA138
HCA139

SC128

Mission

Order: Not armed before
propulsion command
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

C37

Telemetry data memory must be cleared
before it is full during launch phase

Late:-Unable to save new
telemetry data until clear
old data (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Clear memory
before transmit and
confirm receipt/storage of
telemetry data (A3,A4:H4H6)

HCA137

HCA136

I SC127

Telemetry data memory must not be
cleared in launch phase before
confirmation of ground receipt and
storage is received

Launch

Short:-Memory not
cleared(A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Memory full (unable
to save new telemetry data)
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Late:-Thrusters not armed
for post separation motor
firings (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Arm before
separation (A2A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Thrusters not armed
for motor firings
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA135

Launch

NP:-Satellite not
detumbled (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before commission
(A4:H5,H6)
Order:-Rate null attempted
before PIE armed
(A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Rate null attempted
before separated and

clear(A2-A4:H2-H6)

,

SC134

PIE must be armed in launch phase

Launch

SC135

PIE must be armed before propulsion
required for post separation maneuvers in
launch phase

Launch

SC136

PIE must not be armed in launch phase
before separation

Mission

SC137

PIE must be armed before propulsion
required for maneuvers in mission phase

Mission

SC138

PIE must be armed in mission phase
before propulsion command given

Launch

SC139

Launch

SC140

Launch

SC141

Launch

SC142

Launch
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Satellite GNC must execute rate null in
launch phase
Satellite GNC must null rates in launch
phase before satellite drains batteries
below critical limit
Satellite GNC must not execute rate null
in launch phase before PIE armed
Satellite GNC must not null rates in
launch phase before separated and clear
of launch vehicle

HCA143

HCA144

Long:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)
Short:-GNC not in proper
mode for mission
phase(A3:H6)

Launch

SC143

Launch

SC144

Satellite GNC must not remain in rate
null mode longer than required to null
rates in launch phase
Satellite GNC must execute rate null for
sufficient duration to null rates in launch
phase

Mission

SC145

Satellite GNC must not be in rate null
mode while in mission phase

Launch

SC146

Launch

SC147

Solar array must be deployed in launch
phase
Solar array must be deployed in launch
phase before satellite drains batteries
below critical limit

Launch

SC148

Solar array must not be deployed in
launch phase before rates are nulled

Launch

SC149

Solar array must not be deployed before
satellite separated and clear of launch
vehicle in launch phase

Launch

SC150

Launch

SC151

Launch

SC152

Mission

SC153

Mission

SC154

Mission

SC155

Launch

SC156

Launch

SC157

Launch

SC158

Launch

SC159

P-Will null rates and
HCA145
C38
HCA146

HCA147

disrupt science (A4:H5)
NP:-Satellite unable to
collect power
(A3,A4:H5,H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before power positive
(A4:H5,H6)

HCA151

Order:-Deploy before rate
null (A3,A4:H4,H5)
Order:-Deploy before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Batteries not charging
(A3,A4:H5,H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before commission
(A4:H5,H6)

HCA152

Short:-Undercharge
batteries (A4:H5,H6)

HCA148

HCA149
C39
HCA150

HCA153

HCA154

HCA155
C40
HCA156

HCA157

HCA158

NP:-Batteries not charging
(A3,A4:H5,H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before recharge
(A4:H5,H6)
Short:-Undercharge
batteries (A4:H5,H6)
NP:-Degraded electrical
power generation
capability (A4:H5,H6)
Late:-Drain batteries
before commission
(A4:H5,H6)
Order: Drive solar arrays
before deploy
(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
Short:-Degraded electrical
power generation

HCA159

capability (A4:H5,H6)

capability (A4:H5,H6)

PSE must charge batteries in mission
phase
PSE must charge batteries in mission
phase before satellite drains batteries
below critical limit
PSE must charge batteries in mission
phase for sufficient duration to fully
charge batteries
Solar arrays must be sun pointed in
launch phase
Solar arrays must be sun pointed in
launch phase before satellite drains
batteries below critical limit
Solar arrays must not be driven before
deployed in launch phase
Solar arrays must be sun pointed for
sufficient duration in launch phase such
that electrical power generation is not

degraded
Solar arrays must be sun pointed for
sufficient duration in mission phase such
that electrical power generation is not

Short:-Degraded electrical
power generation

HCA160

PSE must charge batteries in launch
phase
PSE must charge batteries in launch
phase before satellite drains batteries
below critical limit
PSE must charge batteries in launch
phase for sufficient duration to fully
charge batteries

Mission

SC160
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degraded

C41
HCA161

NP:-Not in safe state for
checkout (A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA163

Late:-Not in safe state for
checkout (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order: sun point executed
before separated and clear
from launch vehicle (A2A4:H2,H3,H5)

HCA164

Short:-Do not reach sun
point attitude (A4:H4,H5)

HCA162

NP:-Unable to transition to
safe hold (Al-A4:Hl-H6)
Late:-unable to transition
to safe hold before hazard
(AI-A4:H1-H6)
HCA166
Short:-Do not reach sun
point attitude (AI-A4:HII HCA167 I H6)
C42
NP:-Not in safe state for
checkout (A3,A4:H4-H6)
HCA168
HCA165

HCA170

Late:-Not in safe state for
checkout (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order: gyroless sun point
executed before separated
and clear from launch
vehicle (A2-A4:H2,H3,H5)

HCA171

HCA172

HCA169

HCA173

HCA174
C43
HCA175
HCA176

HCA177

HCA178

Launch

SC161

Satellite GNC must sun point in launch
phase

Launch

SC162

Satellite GNC must sun point in launch
phase before satellite in unsafe state

Launch

SC163

Launch

SC164

Mission

SC165

Mission

SC166

Mission

SC167

Launch

SC168

Launch

SC169

Launch

SC170

Short:-Do not reach sun
point attitude (A4:H4,H5)

Launch

SC171

NP:-Unable to transition to
safe hold (Al-A4:HI-H6)

Mission

SC172

Late:-unable to transition
to safe hold before hazard
(Al-A4:Hl-H6)
Short:-Do not reach sun
point attitude (AI-A4:HIH6)
NP:-HGAS not deployed
(unable to transmit data at
high rates)(A4:H5)
Order-Deploy before rate
null (A3,A4:H4,H5)
Order:-Deploy before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)
Order:-Deploy HGA
before deploy solar array
(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Satellite GNC must not sun point before
satellite separated and clear of launch
vehicle in launch phase
Satellite GNC must execute sun point for
sufficient duration to reach sun point in
launch phase
Satellite GNC must sun point in mission
phase during safe hold
Satellite GNC must execute sun point
sufficiently quickly in mission phase so
as to avoid hazards
Satellite GNC must execute sun point for
sufficient duration to reach sun point in
mission phase
Satellite GNC must gyroless sun point in
launch phase
Satellite GNC must gyroless sun point in
launch phase before satellite drains
batteries below critical limit
Satellite GNC must not gyroless sun
point before satellite separated and clear
of launch vehicle in launch phase
Satellite GNC must execute gyroless sun
point for sufficient duration in launch
phase to reach sun point
Satellite GNC must execute gyroless sun
point if commanded during mission
phase
Satellite GNC must execute gyroless sun
point sufficiently quickly in mission
phase so as to avoid hazards
Satellite GNC must execute gyroless sun
point for sufficient duration in mission
phase to reach sun point

Mission

SC173

Mission

SC174

Launch

SC175

HGAS must be deployed in launch phase

SC176

HGAS must not be deployed before rates
nulled in launch phase

Launch

SC177

HGAS must not be deployed before
separated and clear of launch vehicle in
launch phase

Launch

SC178

HGAS must not be deployed before
deploy solar array in launch phase

Launch
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C44

I

HCA181

NP:-GMI not deployed
(unable to collect GMI
science)(A4:H5)
Order-Deploy before rate
null (A3,A4:H4,H5)
Order:-Deploy before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2A4:H2,H3,H5,H6)

HCA182

NP:-HGA-TDRSS-SA/MA
communication link not
established (unable to
transmit science data at
high rates (A4:H5)

HCA179

HCA180

C45

I

HCA183

HCA184

HCA185

HCA186

HCA187
C46
HCA188

Order:-Point HGA before
deployed (A3,A4:H3,H5)
Short:-HGA-TDRSSSA/MA communication
link not established (unable
to transmit science data at
high rates (A4:H5)
NP:-HGA-TDRSS-SA/MA
communication link not
established (unable to
transmit science data at
high rates (A4:H5)
Late:-Science data memory
full (A4:H5)
Short:-HGA-TDRSSSA/MA communication
link not established (unable
to transmit science data at
high rates (A4:H5)
Order: power on before
have sufficient power
stored (A4:H5,H6)

Launch

SC179

GMI must be deployed in launch phase

Launch

SC180

GMI must not be deployed before rates
nulled in launch phase

Launch

SC181

GMI must not be deployed before
separated and clear of launch vehicle in
launch phase

Launch

SC182

HGA must be pointed at TDRSS in
launch phase

Launch

SC183

HGA must not be pointed at TDRSS
before deployed in launch phase

Launch

SC184

HGA must be pointed at TDRSS for
sufficient duration to establish and
maintain communications link in launch
phase

Mission

SC185

Mission

SC186

Mission

SC187

Launch

SC188

HGA must be pointed at TDRSS for
sufficient duration to establish and
maintain communications link in mission
phase
DPR must not be powered on in launch
phase before sufficient energy is stored
to power DPR

Mission

SC189

DPR must be powered on in mission
phase to collect science

Launch

SC190

DPR must be tested on orbit in launch
phase

Launch

SC191

DPR must not radiate energy in launch
phase before separated and clear of
launch vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

HCA191

NP:-Unable to collect
science data (A4:H5)
NP-Radar functionality
unknown (A4:H5)
Order: Radiate energy
before separated and clear
of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (Al-A3:HI-H3)

HCA192

Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)

Launch

SC192

HCA193

Long:-Drain battery too
far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Launch

SC193

HCA189
C47
HCA190

HGA must be pointed at TDRSS in
mission phase
HGA must be pointed at TDRSS in
mission phase before science data
memory full
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DPR must not radiate energy in launch
phase before sufficient energy is stored
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to drain batteries
below critical limit in launch phase

HCA194

Long: -overheat spacecraft
(A3:H3)

Launch

SC194

HCA195

Short:-Radar functionality
unknown (A4:H5)

Launch

SC195

DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to overheat spacecraft
in launch phase
DPR must be tested on orbit in launch
phase for sufficient duration to determine
functionality

HCA196

Order: Radiate energy
before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (A1-A3:H1-H3)

Mission

SC196

DPR must not radiate energy before
separated and clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris in
mission phase

HCA197

Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)

Mission

SC197

HCA198

Long:-Drain battery too
far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Mission

SC198

Mission

SC199

HCA199

C48
HCA200
HCA201
C49
HCA202

HCA203

HCA204

HCA205
HCA206

HCA207

HCA208

HCA209
HCA210

Long:-overheat spacecraft
(A3:H3)
Order: power on before
have sufficient power
stored (A4:H5,H6)
NP:-Unable to collect
science data (A4:H5)
NP:-Microwave imager
functionality unknown
(A4:H5)
Order:-Test before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle/ fairing/
obstacles/ debris (A4:H5)
Order:-Test before
sufficient electrical power
stored (A4:H6)
Order:-Test before
deployed (A3,A4:H5)
Order:-Test during DPR
pulse (A4:H5)
Long:-Drain battery too
far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
Short:-Microwave imager
functionality unknown
(A4:H5)
Order: Test before clear of
launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (AI-A3:H1-H3)
Order:-Test during DPR
pulse (A3,A4:H3,H5)

DPR must not radiate energy in mission
phase before sufficient energy is stored
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to drain batteries
below critical limit in mission phase
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to overheat spacecraft
in mission phase

Launch

SC200

Mission

SC201

GMI must not be powered on in launch
phase before sufficient energy is stored
to power GMI
GMI must be powered on in mission
phase to collect science

Launch

SC202

GMI must be tested on orbit in launch
phase

Launch

SC203

GMI must not be tested in launch phase
before separated and clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

Launch

SC204

GMI must not be tested in mission phase
before sufficient energy is stored

Launch

SC205

Launch

SC206

Launch

SC207

Launch

SC208

Mission

SC209

Mission

SC210
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GMI must not be tested in launch phase
before deployed
GMI must not be tested in launch phase
during DPR pulse
GM! must not be tested for sufficient
duration so as to drain batteries below
critical limit in launch phase
GMI must be tested on orbit for
sufficient duration to determine
functionality in launch phase
GMI must not be tested before separated
and clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris in
mission phase
GMI must not be tested during DPR
pulse

Long:-Drain battery too
I HCA211 I far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
C50
NP:-Satellite unable to
HCA212 slew to Nadir (A4:H5)

HCA213

HCA214

Order:-Slew before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2H6)
Long:-Rates exceed
structural limits
(A3:H3,H5,H6)

Mission

SC211

GMI must not be tested for sufficient
duration so as to drain batteries below
critical limit in mission phase

Launch

SC212

Satellite GNC must be in slew mode to
nadir point in launch phase

Launch

SC213

Launch

SC214

Satellite GNC must not slew before
separated and clear of launch vehicle in
launch phase
Satellite GNC must not slew for
sufficient duration such that rates exceed
structural limits in launch phase

Mission

SC215

Satellite GNC must not slew for
sufficient duration such that rates exceed
structural limits in mission phase

Launch

SC216

Satellite GNC must execute slew to nadir
point in launch phase

SC217

Satellite GNC must not slew to nadir
point before separated and clear of
launch vehicle in launch phase

SC218

Satellite GNC must execute slew to nadir
point for sufficient duration so as to
reach nadir point in launch phase

SC219

Satellite GNC must execute slew to nadir
point for sufficient duration so as to
reach nadir point in mission phase

HCA216

Long:-Rates exceed
structural limits
(A3:H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Unable to collect
science data (instruments
not pointing in correct
direction) (A4:H5)

HCA217

Order: -nadir point before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2H6)

HCA218

Short:-Don't reach nadir
point (A4:H5)

HCA219

Short:-Don't hold nadir
point (A4:H5)

HCA220

Order:-Executes science
mission before system
fully checked out and
commissioned (A4:H5)

Launch

SC220

C&DH A mode must not be changed to
mission in launch phase before properly
commissioned

HCA221

NP:-Science mission not
executed (A4:H5)

Mission

SC221

Mission controllers must change C&DH
A to mission mode in mission phase

SC222

C&DH A must remain in mission mode
in mission phase for sufficient duration
to properly conduct science mission

SC223

C&DH B mode must not be changed to
mission before properly commissioned in
launch phase

SC224

C&DH B must be changed to mission
mode in mission phase

SC225

C&DH B must remain in mission mode
in mission phase for sufficient duration
to properly conduct science mission

SC226

Satellite GNC mode must be switched to
mission before irrecoverable orbit
degradation occurs in launch phase

HCA215
C51

C52

HCA223

Short:-Do not adequately
perform science mission
(A4:H5)
Order:-Executes science
mission before system
fully checked out and
commissioned (A4:H5)

HCA224

NP:-Science mission not
executed (A4:H5)

HCA222
C53

HCA225
C54

HCA226

Short:-Do not adequately
perform science mission
(A4:H5)
Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(irrecoverable orbit
degradation)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Launch

Launch

Mission

Mission

Launch
Mission

Mission

Launch
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HCA227

HCA228

HCA229

HCA230

Order:-GNC Executes
science mission ADC
before system fully
checked out and
commissioned (A4:H5)

Order: -Perform orbit
maintenance/attitude hold
before separated (A2A4:H2-H6)
NP:-Unable to
autonomously conduct
science mission (A4:H5)
Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(irrecoverable orbit
degradation)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Launch

SC227

Satellite GNC must not execute mission
mode in launch phase before fully
checked out

Launch

SC228

Satellite GNC must not execute mission
mode in launch phase before separated

Mission

SC229

Satellite GNC must be in mission mode
while in mission phase

SC230

Satellite GNC mode must be switched to
mission before irrecoverable orbit
degradation occurs in mission phase

Mission

Satellite GNC must execute mission
mode for sufficient duration in mission

Short:-Science mission

I HCA231
C55
HCA232

HCA233

HCA234

HCA235

HCA236

HCA237

HCA238

HCA239

HCA240

ADC not performed for
adequate duration (A4:H5)
Early:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal
orbit(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Order: -Perform delta V
before separated (A2A4:H2-H6)
Long: Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
excessive delta V-high)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Short: Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(insufficient delta V-low)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Early:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal
orbit(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Late:-Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Long: Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
excessive delta V-high)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)
Short: Satellite in
incorrect/non-optimal orbit
(insufficient delta V-low)
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Mission

SC231

phase to properly conduct science
mission

Launch

SC232

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
early in launch phase

Launch

SC233

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
late in launch phase

Launch

SC234

Launch

SC235

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
before separated in launch phase
Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
in launch phase for sufficient duration in
launch phase so as to be outside the
desired orbit

Launch

SC236

Satellite GNC must execute delta V for
sufficient duration in launch phase so as
to be in the desired orbit

Mission

SC237

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
early in mission phase

Mission

SC238

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
late in mission phase

SC239

Satellite GNC must not execute delta V
for sufficient duration in mission phase
so as to be outside the desired orbit

SC240

Satellite GNC must execute delta V for
sufficient duration in mission phase so as
to be in the desired orbit

SC241

Satellite GNC must execute delta H in
launch phase before momentum
saturation

Mission

Mission

C56
HCA241

Late:-Momentum
saturation (A3,A4:H4-H6)

Launch
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HCA242

Order: -Perform delta H
before separated and clear
of launch vehicle (A2A4:H2-H6)

Launch

SC242

HCA243

Short: -Insufficient
momentum dump
(A3,A4:H4,H5)

Launch

SC243

HCA244

NP:-Momentum saturation
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC244

HCA245

Late:-Momentum
saturation (A3,A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC245

Satellite GNC must execute delta H in
mission phase
Satellite GNC must execute delta H in
mission phase before momentum
saturation

Mission

SC246

Satellite GNC must execute delta H for
sufficient duration in mission phase to
dump sufficient momentum

Launch

SC247

Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in launch phase

SC248

Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in launch phase before
temperatures change out of tolerances

SC249

Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
not be managed by attitude change in
launch phase before separated and clear
of launch vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

Short: -Insufficient
momentum dump

I HCA246 I (A3,A4:H4,H5)
C57
HCA247

NP:-Temperatures out of
tolerances (A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA249

Late:-Subsystem
temperatures change out of
tolerances (A3,A4:H4-H6)
Order:-Attitude control
thermal management
before separated and clear
of launch vehicle/ fairing/
obstacles/ debris
(A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA250

Order:-Activate heaters
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)

HCA248

Launch

Launch

Launch

SC250

Launch

SC251

Mission

SC252

Satellite GNC must not execute delta H
before separated and clear of launch
vehicle in launch phase
Satellite GNC must execute delta H for
sufficient duration in launch phase to
dump sufficient momentum

DPR and GMI heaters must not be
activated in launch phase before
sufficient electrical power is stored.
Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in launch phase for sufficient
duration such that temperatures do not
change out of tolerances
Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in mission phase

HCA252

Short:-Subsystem
temperatures change out of
tolerances (A3,A4:H4-H6)
NP:-Temperatures out of
tolerances (A3,A4:H4-H6)

HCA253

Late:-Subsystem
temperatures change out of
tolerances (A3,A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC253

HCA254

Short:-Subsystem
temperatures change out of
tolerances (A3A4:H4-H6)

Mission

SC254

Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in mission phase before
temperatures change out of tolerances
Satellite subsystem temperatures must be
managed in mission phase for sufficient
duration such that temperatures do not
change out of tolerances

HCA255

Order:-Radiate energy
before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (A l-A3:H1-H3)

Launch

SC255

DPR must not radiate energy before clear
of launch vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris
in launch phase

HCA256

Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)

Launch

SC256

HCA257

Long:-Drain battery too
far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Launch

SC257

HCA251

C58
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DPR must not radiate energy in launch
phase before sufficient energy is stored
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to drain batteries
below critical limit in launch phase

HCA258

Long:-Overheat spacecraft
(A3:H3)

Launch

SC258

DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to overheat spacecraft
in launch phase

HCA259

NP:-Unable to collect DPR
science data (A4:H5)

Mission

SC259

DPR TX/RX must be provided in
mission phase to collect science data

HCA260

Order: Radiate energy
before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (AI-A3:H1-H3)

Mission

SC260

DPR must not radiate energy in mission
phase before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

Mission

SC261

DPR must not radiate energy in mission
phase before sufficient energy is stored

HCA262

Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)
Order:-Radiate energy
before GNC in mission
mode (pointing and
stability incorrect) (A4:H5)

HCA263

HCA264

HCA261

Mission

SC262

Long:-Excessive battery
drain (A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Mission

SC263

Long:-Overheat spacecraft
(A3:H3)

Mission

SC264

Short:-Collect insufficient

, HCA265 , science
HCA266

data (A4:H5)
Order:-RX before
sufficient electrical power
stored (A4:H6)

HCA267

Order:-RX before deployed
(A3,A4:H5)

C59

, Mission , SC265
Launch

SC266

Launch

SC267

Launch

SC268

Mission

SC269

Mission

SC270

HCA270

Long:-Drain battery too
far(A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)
NP:-Unable to collect
microwave imager science
data (A4:H5)
Order:-RX during DPR
pulse (A4:H5)

HCA271

Order:-RX before GNC in
mission mode (stable and
correct pointing) (A4:H5)

Mission

SC271

HCA272

Long:-Excessive battery
drain (A3,A4:H3,H5,H6)

Mission

SC272

HCA268

HCA269

Short:-Collect insufficient
HCA273

science data (A4:H5)

Mission

SC273

HCA274

NP:-Science data lost
(A4:H5)
Late: -Science data lost

Mission

SC274

HCA275

(A4:H5)

Mission

SC275

C60
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DPR must not radiate energy in mission
phase before satellite GNC is in mission
mode
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to drain batteries
below critical limit in mission phase
DPR must not radiate energy for
sufficient duration to overheat spacecraft
in mission phase
DPR must TX/RX for sufficient duration
in mission phase to collect sufficient
, science data

GMI must not receive in launch phase
before sufficient energy is stored
GMI must not receive before GMI is
deployed in launch phase
GMI must not receive for sufficient
duration so as to drain batteries below
critical limit in launch phase
GMI RX must be provided in mission
phase to collect science data
GMI RX must not be provided during
DPR pulse
GMI RX must not be provided in
mission phase before satellite GNC is in
mission mode
GMI must not receive for sufficient
duration so as to drain batteries below
critical limit in mission phase

GMI must receive for sufficient duration
in mission phase to collect sufficient
science data
Science data must be saved in mission
phase
Science data must be saved as soon as it
is received by ground in mission phase

Mission

SC276

Science data must be saved for sufficient
duration in mission phase such that it is
saved properly

Mission

SC277

Science data must be transmitted in
mission phase

SC278

Science data must not be transmitted
before the communication link is
established or after it is broken

Mission

SC279

Science data must be transmitted for
sufficient duration in mission phase such
that all telemetry data is transmitted

Mission

SC280

Science data memory must be cleared
when full during mission phase

Mission

SC281

Mission

SC282

Science data memory must be cleared
before it is full during mission phase
Science data memory must not be
cleared in mission phase before
confirmation of ground receipt and
storage is received

Mission

SC283

Science data memory must be cleared for
sufficient duration in mission phase such
that the memory is cleared.

Mission

SC284

Science data must be stored in ground
storage facilities in mission phase

Short:-Science data not
HCA276
C61
HCA277

HCA278

HCA279
C62
HCA280

HCA281

HCA282

properly saved (A4:H5)
NP:-Ground has no access
to science data (A4:H5)
Order:-Transmit science
data before point HGA at
TDRSS-SA/MA/after
connection broken (A4:H5)
Short:-Not all science data
sent (A4:H5)
NP:-Memory full (unable
to save new science data)
(A4:H5)
Late:-Unable to save new
science data until clear old
data (A4:H5)
Order:-Clear memory
before transmit and
confirm receipt/storage of
science data (A4:H5)

Mission

HCA284

Short:-Memory not cleared
(A4:H5)
NP:-Science data lost
(A4:H5)

HCA285

NP:-Unable to clear
memory (A4:H5)

Mission

SC285

HCA286

Late:-Delay clearing
process (A4:H5)

Mission

SC286

HCA287

Order: Confirmation sent
before data actually saved
(A4:H5)

HCA283
C63

HCA289

Short:-Science data lost
(A4:H5)
Order:-Radiate energy
before clear of launch
vehicle/ fairing/ obstacles/
debris (Al-A3:H1-H3)

HCA290

Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)

HCA288
C64

HCA291

HCA292

Order:-Calibrate before
sufficiently stable (A4:H5)
NP:-Uncalibrated radar
(biased/unusable data)
(A4:H5)

Science data must be stored in ground
storage facilities in mission phase
Science data must be stored in ground
storage facilities in mission phase before
satellite science memory clearing
delayed

Mission

SC287

Mission

SC288

Science data must be stored in ground
storage facilities in mission phase before
storage confirmation sent to satellite
Science data must be stored in ground
storage facilities in mission phase for
sufficient duration such that all science
data is stored

Launch

SC289

DPR must not radiate energy in launch
phase before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

Launch

SC290

DPR must not radiate energy in launch
phase before sufficient energy is stored

Launch

SC291

DPR must not calibrate in launch phase
before sufficiently stable

Mission

SC292

DPR must be calibrated in mission phase
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HCA293

HCA294

HCA295

HCA296

HCA297

C65

Late: -Uncalibrated radar
(biased/ unusable data)
(A4:H5)
Order:-Radiate energy
before sufficient electrical
power stored (A4:H6)
Order: -Calibrate before
GNC in mission mode
(pointing and stability
incorrect) (A4:H5)
Long:-Pass desired
calibration reference target
(A4:H5)
Short:-Radar not
calibrated properly
(A4:H5)

HCA305

Order:-Calibrate before
clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/de
bris (A I-A3:H1-H3)
Order:-Calibrate before
sufficient electrical power
stored (A4:H6)
Order:-Calibrate before
sufficiently stable (A4:H5)
NP:-Uncalibrated
microwave imager
(biased/unusable data)
(A4:H5)
Late:-Uncalibrated
microwave imager (biased/
unusable data) (A4:H5)
Order:-Calibrate before
GNC in mission mode
(pointing and stability
incorrect) (A4:H5)
Long:-Pass desired
calibration reference target
(A4:H5)
Short: -Microwave imager
not calibrated properly
(A4:H5)

HCA306

NP:-Satellite in hazardous
state (Al-A4:HI-H6)

HCA298

HCA299
HCA300

HCA301

HCA302

HCA303

HCA304

Mission

SC293

DPR must be calibrated in mission phase
before conduct science mission

Mission

SC294

DPR must not radiate energy in mission
phase before sufficient energy is stored

Mission

SC295

Mission

SC296

Mission

SC297

DPR must not calibrate in mission phase
before satellite GNC is in mission mode
DPR must not calibrate in mission phase
such that desired calibration target is
passed
DPR must be calibrated in mission phase
for sufficient duration so that calibrated
properly

Launch

SC298

GMI must not calibrate in launch phase
before clear of launch
vehicle/fairing/obstacles/debris

Launch

SC299

Launch

SC300

GMI must not receive in launch phase
before sufficient energy is stored
GMI must not be calibrated in launch
phase before sufficiently stable

Mission

SC301

GMI must be calibrated in mission phase

Mission

SC302

GMI must be calibrated in mission phase
before conduct science mission

Mission

SC303

Mission

SC304

Mission

SC305

Launch

SC306

Launch

SC307

C&DH A Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase if satellite in a hazardous
state
C&DH A Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase before satellite in a
hazardous state

SC308

C&DH A Safe hold must not be provided
in launch phase before separated and
clear of launch vehicle

C66

HCA307

HCA308

Late:-Satellite in hazardous
state (Al-A4:Hl-H6)
Order:-safe hold before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2H6)

GMI must not be calibrated in mission
phase before satellite GNC is in mission
mode
GMI must not calibrate in mission phase
such that desired calibration target is
passed
GMI must be calibrated in mission phase
for sufficient duration so that calibrated
properly

Launch
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M1Q

Short: Re-enter hazardous

C&DH A Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase until hazardous state is

state (A 1-A4H1-H5)

el.5rec

U&DH A Sate hold must be provided m

HCA312

Late:-Satellite in hazardous
state (Al-A4:Hl-H6)

Mission

SC312

HCA313

Long:-Unable to perform
science mission (A4:H5)

Mission

SC313

Short: Re-enter hazardous

I HCA314 I state (AI-A4:H1-H5)
I
C67 I
HCA315

HCA316

NP:-Satellite in hazardous
state (AI-A4:H1-H6)
Late:-Satellite in hazardous
state (AI-A4:H1-H6)
Order:-safe hold before
separated and clear of
launch vehicle (A2-A4:H2-

Mission

SC314

i

I
Launch

SC315

Launch

SC316

mission phase before satellite in a
hazardous state
C&DH A Safe Hold must not be
performed in mission phase for a
duration such that science mission is not
achieved
C&DH A Safe hold must be provided in
mission phase until hazardous state is
cleared
C&DH B Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase if satellite in a hazardous
state
C&DH B Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase before satellite in a
hazardous state
C&DH B Safe hold must not be provided
in launch phase before separated and

Launch

SC317

clear of launch vehicle

SC318

C&DH B Safe hold must be provided in
launch phase until hazardous state is
cleared

HCA317

H6)

HCA318

Short: Re-enter hazardous
state (A I-A4: H I-H5)

HCA321

Late:-Satellite in hazardous
state (A I-A4: H I-H6)

Mission

SC321

HCA322

Long:-Unable to perform
science mission (A4:H5)

Mission

SC322

HCA323

Short: Re-enter hazardous
state (AI-A4:H1-H5)

Mission

SC323

Launch
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C&DH B Safe hold must be provided in
mission phase before satellite in a
hazardous state
C&DH B Safe Hold must not be
performed in mission phase for a

duration such that science mission is not
achieved
C&DH B Safe hold must be provided in
mission phase until hazardous state is
cleared

Appendix C: GSFC RRAB Safety Diagrams
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Figure 38. System Lifecycle Risk Analysis [13]
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Figure 39. RRAB Sample Fault Tree [13]
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Appendix D: Accompanying Disk
The accompanying CD-ROM disk includes the following files:
1. STPA Step 1 and Step 2-Locked.xlsx:
Tabs:
" Control Actions Table
" STPA Step 1 (Hazardous Control Action Identification Table)
* Low-Level Safety Constraints
" Process Models
" STPA Step 2 (Causal Factor Identification Table)
" BLANK STPA Step 1 table
* BLANK STPA Step 2 table
2. STPA Step 1 and Step 2-Unlocked.xlsx:
Tabs:
* Control Actions Table
* STPA Step 1 (Hazardous Control Action Identification Table)
* Low-Level Safety Constraints
* Process Models
* STPA Step 2 (Causal Factor Identification Table)
* BLANK STPA Step 1 table
* BLANK STPA Step 2 table
The files were created in Microsoft Excel@ 2007 in the Windows 7 Professional operating
system. The files may not be compatible with other software versions or operating systems. The
author may be contacted for support or copies of these files at ncdunn"at"alum.mit.edu.
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